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Chart your own course
— Looking for lots of talented people
— Hired 62 AGSM, 12 became partners BCG
— Alumni include CEO at Pepsico, leaders in digital business, opposition leaders, entrepreneurs
Tom van Oetzern
—

Senior Partner in Sydney, joined after MBA, been there for 18 years, company has tripled in size, over 80
offices in over 40 countries

—

Clients now want global advice with a global footprint

—

This gives scale for BCG to invest in other things that clients are asking for in order to deliver best results

—

Investing in centres that give BCG the opportunity to teach clients how to do things

—

Clients go to BCG for deep expertise and delivered results

—

There have been changes in consulting sector itself, changing with the times is very important

—

New push into digital economy

—

Just acquired local firm and established digital ventures, helps clients build digital businesses

—

Toms story - started in the 90's, first project was turning moment, Qantas engineers division, redesign repair
and maintenance process for 747 where they completely demolished aircraft, check for defaults and put
them put back together - needed to cut process from 6 to 4 weeks. Fascinated how quickly you can go from
zero knowledge to quite a lot, it was all about the process of preparing all the work/tasks, change processes
and instil hard milestones

—

Then spent 16 years consulting to airlines, exciting to help airlines set up lost cost carrier models

—

Took a year off, took children to Germany for 5 months, worked into organic farm, then South Africa and
volunteered in a cheetah rescue centre, wanted to expose his children to different ways of living, 3 months in
Bali, kids went to school, spent time reading with Balinese children

—

Two week pilgrimage in Santiago, walked for two weeks
“BCG gives you a great platform to develop your career but gives you the
opportunity to develop yourself, chart your own course”

Michael Schniering
— Most of work in telco, brief stint in mining
— What is the role we take in consulting engagements? Working as an innovator
— Attended mining conference in Vegas to understand how new mining technology was being developed - how
can technology play a part in advancing their operations, keep their people safer, save costs and optimise
processes
— Began by looking at end to end supply chain, developed ten year strategy, questioned how can new
technology play a role?
— Turn large trucks into driverless cars - how do you automate trucks while achieving much greater levels of
precision?

— Assist in implementing the strategy, how to effectively manage those operations
— Pulled together heads of each part of the supply chain into operations centre so that works could happen in
real time, architected the process, how to advance collaboration amongst teams
— Play handymen, client was trying to set up disciplined way of working to continuously improve how they
serve clients, there was a lot of variability between individuals customer services, donned toolkit, set up very
different way how company could work to assist is identifying where the customer service was being let
down, through to much larger processes, payroll etc.
— Joint BCG & client team effort - actually working with their process team, product teams, etc., show them by
doing how they can optimise procedure across all the types of roles
— Passionate about technology advantage office, have both consulting staff but also experts from industry, this
practices across a wide range of sectors
— One example of where they are building deep expertise to bring to client immediately, different point of value
straight away
Paul McNamara
— What's different about BCG? The way you work day in, day out, very rewarding to find that true insight
— Need to come up with insight, something the client hasn't seen before
— Very intuitive process: 1) how to approach this problem; 2) get the data and do the analytics, you need to
prove what you are doing; 3) find a way to communicate that to your client
— A different way of thinking about the problem
— CTM - once or twice a week, gets everyone together, allows the ability to test what you are thinking,
everyone is expected to deliver insight, from partner to associate, you have access to global BCG expertise
who have experience in similar projects
— Getting data - can be quite difficult, can be going out and investigating big data, collating spreadsheets, can
be your own research, can be sitting in the office
— First project was for a Fashion retailer - spent two weeks in women's handbags, interviewed people, counted
people, were they tourists? Were they locals? Interviewed retailers, then analysing data with either big data
tools, excel, where is that nugget of truth and how do I communicate that to my client so they understand?
— How do we make the client really change the way they think about things?
Julia Wells
— Joined in 2009 after MBA exec, worked in aircraft hangers, biggest miners re health and safety, government
work (prospects of children going into foster care in now) insurance company needing to increase profitability
— Global program - predictable teaming and notification. Worked with Harvard researchers with this program.
Track a number of measures, how much value are you delivering, how challenged are you, how are you
working with the team. Open communications, talk with everyone about how everyone is going, what's
working, what's not? Is this really the highest priority?
— Practical day to day things to make sure everyone is learning, the environment is sustainable
— Globally recognised program "walk on by" newspaper article (find resource) consultants learn to take healthy
advice
— Flexible career models, part time models, able to take time off, Julia working on three day model as just had
first baby, both male and female on this model, up to you to find out what is a sustainable working model for
you
— Currently on secondment, financial system inquiry, looking at Australia's whole financial system, what needs
to change so that the system is helping with the economic growth, contributing to Australia's future,
completing on a part time model
Will BCG venture into investment in the future?
Digital Venture Business was started with that in mind - $100M fund. Investment happens if the right things do
pop up, if viable to create platform. Think about things in a different way, differentiate the way people talk about
technology - digital (apps and programs) and technology (appliances etc.), instead of “technology” - much larger
than having a computer on your desk.
How did BCG outgrow Booz Allen by three times?
Staying on your toes and innovating new initiatives and new investments being made, new offices, new
geographies, new capabilities, business becomes more stable

Re: internalisation of strategy teams (in-house consulting teams)?
Practicing what you preach – client’s business evolving, their approach to consulting changing premium
consulting firm so no shift towards with implementation and how to do things better, develop their own
capabilities. Still value in external consulting model. Different ways of thinking - have to keep evolving. Half team
are strategy consultants internal to organisations and half BCG, always the need to bring new information and
deep expertise, rewarding as you know there is a whole team to carry on your recommendations
What is happening in Healthcare/Government?
Private sector healthcare and pharma, social services, human services, NSW government, if you are particularly
passionate about a particular area, you are championed to drive and develop work in that area. Social impact
work - Paul volunteers to mentor CEO for NFP, help them drive their business model and improve, BCG offers
avenues to connect with those types of environments.
International travel?
Very international firm, Tom spent two years in Chicago, structured programs, case based demands from Asia,
America etc., based on availability and expertise, very fluid system of staffing, dependant on your preference,
Doug Ross working in virtual office on loan from Asian office.
How do you build client relationship across all levels?
Significant time with client in a year, often you are embedded, develop close client relationships, work very
collaboratively, that collaboration that allows development of relationships, very much builds your personal brand.
Institutional brand, deep knowledge, very much personal brand and impression you leave behind on the client.

Recruitment
https://talent.bcg.com/Myprofile
8th September Applications open
12 noon, 21st September Applications close
25th September 1st round
26th September 2nd round
29th September 3rd round
Please feel free to begin your profile for your BCG application prior to 19th September, you are able to go in and
add your transcripts once you have received them.

Attendees
Ben Fletcher – Partner
Ben McLean – Associate
Sheridan Kerr – Recruiting Coordinator
Elina Grigoryan – Recruiter
Lyn Turner – Senior Recruiter
Raphael Pustkowski – McKinsey Implementation
Stephen Turner – Implementation Leader
Sarah Wenham – Associate

Ben Fletcher - Partner in Sydney office, been at firm 9 years, MBA from States, lawyer pre-MBA
Sarah Wenham - Associate in Melbourne, doctor by training, MBA from States
Ben McLean - Associate in Melbourne office, experienced hire
Raphael Pustkowski - McKinsey Implementation, experience with Foxtel and BCG, with MI for three years
Steven Turner - MI, Melbourne office, 2 years, experienced hire, 18 years’ experience heavy industry, line
management, consulting
Elina Grigoryan - Recruiter with MI, seven years with HR
Sheridan Kerr - Recruitment for generalist path
Lyn Turner - MI, experience hire in recruitment space
— Notice difference of backgrounds, some on implementation and some generalists
— No distinction of two teams, lines blurring now
— Consulting began as writing a report and handing it over - now better to work with clients to deliver impact
— Profile to delivering impact is different, is useful for people who had strong industry experience, both teams
working on same clients and projects but using peoples industry expertise
— Would like to pick what path you wish to apply for
— Oldest and largest consulting firm, in over 100 offices in 50 countries, all driven by working with leading
companies on their most tricky problems and working with the best people, creating an environment that is
unparalleled
— What sets apart? It’s values... prides itself on their values
— The people can definitely be very intense, when working in that environment you need to be able to enjoy
working with those people
— Experiences and opportunities you can get as part of having that McKinsey brand name on your card
— Mine site in Queensland, getting to drive a big truck, contributing to the success of the project was important
as they were able to save thousands of jobs, best for clients and in line with McKinsey values
— Transition to banking, driving innovation cell in one of top 4 Australia banks, entrepreneurship, all executives
engaged and eager
— Experienced hire, Raphael: “I've been doing implementation longer than McKinsey has”
— Learning started when interview started, learnt how to structure, how to communicate in a structured fashion,
when clients want you to have impact quickly you must be able to explain yourself quickly
— A week at the start, getting familiar, followed full week of consulting readiness, everyone is equal in
consulting readiness training, experience doesn't really count for much, collegiate environment, sharing and
learning together, went to MI core skills program in Mumbai, highlight went to Cambridge, deepening
functional experience and understanding how firm works, reflecting on time to date and plan careers going
forward, team work on a daily basis, problem solving online eLearnings
— Firm invests a lot in learning – you can take as much training and development as you wish McKinsey as a
firm is evolving, as business and clients evolve, while still building capability to strategy side, we are adding
to our DNA 60% of the work they are doing this year was not done last year!
— Dramatic shift in the work being done Sydney office is the innovator in McKinsey, john sticker MI didn't exist,
was established in Australian office, now in 215 locations globally and growing 50% per annum
— You can and should create your own McKinsey, there is an expectation that you will do this and you're given
the freedom to explore certain areas
— Partners don't get evaluated on economics, all on impact that is driven, consistent with the story that is told,
what you are trying to build

How to do a Case
— All cases built off client work that has been completed
— When you arrive you have a fit component, whether you would be a good fit within the firm, looking at
leadership, drive, stories to tell, stories around the I, not the We: It's about what I did on that what I think
about that Case - it is a dialogue, not a monologue, this is a job where you bounce off ideas of each other
— Hear case, play it back or just clarify that you have it clear in your mind, draw out the problem, all cases, will
help you as case evolves, listen and play it back in a visual way
— When you play it back, best time to start asking questions, key problem is that you forget all the basic gut
feel about things, and feel you need to answer in a certain way
— They want you to, like the job, you will like if you are inquisitive
— Interviewer begins to ask questions, you are able to ask if you can take a moment to get your thoughts in
order, or deflect and start asking interviewer questions
— Take a moment to jot down some thoughts
— Don't try give an answer when you don't have the facts, tease out the whys
— When you go to answer, structure!
— Your ability to take complex problem and break it down, typically for every case there is one thing that
unlocks it
— First question to see how you think, second question around quantitative measures
— Just want to make sure you aren't spooked by numbers
— Break down the costs you need to enable decision, value and volume
— Do calculations in steps, make it easy on yourself
— The math isn't complex, when you are thinking about this is all the variables, if you draw the picture of what
you are calculating simplifies the problem you are working on
“What is the objective, how much do they want to earn?”
— Want a definitive answer, you must stand by your recommendation
— There are times where you just have to make a call
— Get your view out there!
— Case, usually 3-4 key questions. Get to answer
— Get all the facts and write it down in a visual way and ask questions
— Structure your answer back on everything, why and what, always structure it
McKinsey Implementation
— Cases for MI are same, you will get more operational cases and further questioning around how you would
implement things, you do need to be able to structure a case
— The bar is the same for both tracks, adapting a little to the implementation side
— Would assume you can know how to drive implementation experience, less facts
— Specific function for MI, it's more about the totality of the person, you are interviewing them as much as they
are you, always happy to take good people, functionally would be good for you to have experience of
implementation
— You can’t apply to both
— MI pattern recognition, seen things work and didn't work, clients want to benefit from that experience, good to
have some scars to show
— Heavy skew towards those who have been through implementation
Values
1.

Non-hierarchical culture, analyst who joins has an equal voice as most senior director

2.

Only work where they really believe they can have an impact, if conditions are set up to be right for them
to support, then they don't do the work

3.

People development, what your strengths are, what is your learning style, what your development areas
are, genuinely care about your development, dual mission, have impact for clients and develop the very
best people. Each partner looks after junior staff, formal and informal mentorships. Work with client to
ensure best fit for staff, lots of behind the scenes conversations, can do and should do

Impact vs revenue
— Partners are evaluated off partner feedback, operate as one economic model, one global firm 100% best of
the firm to 100% of the clients 100% of the time
— Only do the difficult problems
— Engagement performance review for every study you are on, interim one if longer period, client leadership,
thought leadership, people leadership
— Evaluated every 6 months
— Informal feedback and formal feedback
— McKinsey solutions is a recognition by the firm that they actually need some solutions that go along side
problem solving toolkit, pricing analytics tool, digital labs and app developers, benchmarking tool now part of
McKinsey solutions, Solutions are more of an add on to the engagement

Recruitment
Generalist path
— 5 years’ experience
— MBA, undergrad, postgrad qualifications
th

— Deadline Wednesday 24 September
rd

— First round 3 October
— You will meet with 1-2 consultants, case interview about 30 minutes, and personal experience interview
— Heaps of preparation material online, case tips, and for personal experience interview
Implementation
— Interview is pretty similar
— 5-13 years’ industry experience
— Two rounds: case and personal experience interview
— Search role that you are interested in
— No deadlines, case by case basis
— Bar is the same level, depends in whether you wish to follow industry path or the generalist path
—

Contact Elina Grigorian for more details: elina_grigoryan@mckinsey.com

www.mckinsey.com/careers

Attendees
Olaf Schatteman – MD Strategy Operations
Ravi Malhotra – MD (Strategy FS)
Jane Buttsworth – SM (Strategy T&O)
Maria Hemphill – Associate Manager Recruitment

Presentation will be focusing on Accenture Strategy slide-free presentation
Jane
— Based in Australia and Asia, few years in Kuala Lumpur
— Engaged to change behaviour of administrative teams in NSW health, to be more patient centric, design
thinking observations
— Engaged with banking sector, how do banks replace core back office operations that has been around since
the 50's?
— Main interest in the people dimension of an organisation. How do people need to act differently?
— Thinks through how do people become more agile as a business, what companies need to do differently with
their people
— Some clients planning on 10-20 year planning regarding their people strategy
Olaf
— Operational strategy business, been in Australia for 15 years, started career with Philips in Netherlands,
working with consultants at a client level
— Was more excited about the changes he could affect, rather than being part of a middle management team
in a large corporation, ended up in operational strategy
— Was really keen to understand how company operations actually work, not worth having a great strategy but
being horrible at execution
— Linking operational strategy with business strategy to make a difference
— 293000 people in Accenture
Key areas to operational strategy:
1.

Work upfront around innovative, product development, life cycle, where does the idea come from, how to go
from idea to product, how successful are you in innovating

2.

How do you interact with your suppliers? How do you structure commercial relations? How do you manage
your suppliers to get most value?

3.

Manufacturing component, more so in Korea, China, Japan, what is the strategy behind it, tax advantages,
supply chain, where are the customers, whole range of modelling strategy for manufacturing

4.

Physical logistics, where do you put warehouses? Where do you ship? Huge development in this space, in
terms of speed

5.

Servicing and maintaining, how do you optimise process?

Ravi
— One of things that is interesting in Accenture, lots of difference profiles and experiences that get them to the
team
— Originally from Chicago, in consulting for nearly 20 years, started as an entrepreneur, joined consulting for a
year and then went back to entrepreneurship, learnt how not to do things, how business models work or
don't
—

Went back to consulting, most of career had been in corporate strategy and operational strategy

—

Servicing clients is where you learn and keep cutting edge

—

Values of the firm now are from back in the day, integrity, stewardship, operational discipline

—

It is possible to run a consulting firm in a public environment if done well Most of industry focus is in financial
services space, largely insurance

—

Business strategy: tackle how does a company grow in flat market, how do you position yourself against
competitors looking to get some slice of pie, how you create business models that will adapt with time, how
you architect those transformations

—

Why are they different? The market has changed, the last ten years been relatively flat, look at the
participants of the space, expansion of services, very narrow focus on a variety of things, most have moved
more into execution type work

—

Start with the marketplace and work your way backward

—

Looks at the environment the clients are dealing with, dynamic environment, cutting across industry

1.

Customers are different, want everything, demand a lot more, expect a lot more, behaviour has
fundamentally changed

2.

Digital technology is a hot topic, so much dialogue around digital technology, how do we create new
business out of this, geographic barriers are over, tons of opportunity, much more quick moving than it used
to be, most of these being taken advantage by new starters, smaller more nimble companies. Disruption,
business models that used to be valid are now ruled obsolete due to advancement in technology,
competitors are coming out of nowhere

3.

How work is done, human capital, some of it is fundamentally changing how work is completed; some are
replacing people with technology. The way we interact with technology has changed

4.

The way in which companies source talent enabled by technology, access to skill sets and talents that
wasn't previously there

—

Rate of change is accelerating, clients realising that agility is incredibly important

—

Having the ability to adapt your business model is a hallmark of strategy

—

Research around digital implications

—

Companies need to be able to deal with volatility, are able to succeed though new risk culture

—

No longer an end state, to be able to be agile

—

Important for clients as this is no longer possible, must be agile in any modelling

—

Changes happening in frequency and magnitude

—

Three blocks: business strategy, technology, leverage of information / strategy formulated at the cross
junction of the three

—

All capability groups bring together as they go to market through industry

—

Not the group to go when deciding should we sell this section of the business

—

How do I lead the transformation, how do I grow the technology to build my business

—

Accenture strategy lowered by technology, have capability across all these areas and teams are assembled
accordingly

Current work
Olaf working with one of largest learning company's in the word, going from printed matter to more digital
resources, analogue supply chain. Haven’t considered how to set up digital supply chain, start working with
global coo, spending too much money for not the service they want. Went into the group and collected data, they
had poor data, developed 10 week strategy for them. Maturity capability model: Level 1 (bad) to level 6. Assist in
strategy to build whole new operating model, take all functions from management to content, manufacturing
content into new operating model globally. Use technology to assist with planning, access to streamlines
platforms. Owned warehouse and printing presses, needed to sell these off, reduce operating costs by nearly
20% in analogue side. Working with firm to move through transition, huge global program. Over 50 countries, pull
resources across teams. Adds capability to make whole operation more profitable and successful, driving huge
impact financially, growth underlined by Accenture model being put in place.
Ravi worked with bank in NZ, want to develop new digital strategy, concerned as used to be considered most
influential, want to know how they were positioned against competitors. We think you are asking the wrong
queries, threats posed by new entrants instead. Look the business models not as they are now but how they can
evolve. Developed how compare against existing banks and how do you compare to threats. Client hadn't looked
at it like that prior, discussions with group strategy so that this was included. One of the threats was actually
announced as a threat once the Project had been completed.

Sustainability plans for Australia?
How is the work sold, how is it positioned? Sometimes more about the business outcome, depends on the value
proposition and where you are doing the work. Sustainability very hot topic prior to GFC. Utility industry is very
focused on sustainability. Should be tied to a business outcome. Example of previous work: optimised shipping
routes and truck delivery, removed 10% trucks on the road! Saved client money.
—

Typically change operating model quite often, aware of risks of being big organisation, decision making goes
quite quickly, commercial decisions about clients, good due diligence to protect firm people talking to each
other, short cutting the processes

—

Flexibility and agility, rip off the band aid and clean up after, functional direction then made clear Intent and
stewardship from senior leaders

—

Don't suffer from inability to make a decision

—

6000 in Accenture strategy group, aggressive growth targets in revenue and head count, industry strategy
concentrated on 5 key industries, banking and finance, utilities, communications

—

Australia is global priority country

—

Driven by market

—

Understand what it means to operate and understand the technology and understand the front end of the
business

—

More chance for individuals to develop their profile, room to make your mark

Recruitment
What they are looking for
—

Focussed on recruiting talent with an industry alignment, depends on where you core expertise are

—

T shape consultant: deep functional expertise, broad enough a range of other things, strategic relevance,
need to be able to converse at the C Suite level

—

More than just consulting work. Need to be a core strategist, you need to be adaptable with your skill sets

—

They will build the team. Need to be market relevant. What clients will pay for?

How to apply
—

http://careers.accenture.com/au-en/jobs/Pages/jobsearch.aspx?keyword=strategy

—

You can either apply for “Accenture Strategy MBA profile” or you can apply for any of the other open roles,
recruiting for strategists for utilities background, banking background, specialists in human capital

—

Creating profile as they recognise the value of an MBA and want to be able to leverage your skills and train
you up against some other sectors and capabilities

—

Recruit throughout the year

—

Put cover letter as part of the CV document, make sure you mention graduation dates

—

Always opportunities to work on projects outside your area of expertise

—

Make clear in your application what you are looking for

—

Set up on first role, hired in line with your area expertise if possible

—

Embracing agility, embracing ambiguity

—

Interviews: Skills round; Behavioural interview; Two case study rounds (same day); Partner round close

a
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Why Accenture Strategy?
Today worlds are colliding, industries are intersecting,
the demands on businesses are shifting in this digital
world. We understand the challenges faced by the Csuite, how business is changing and the way that
companies approach strategy needs to change, too.
Meet Accenture Strategy. We’re the experts at helping
organizations navigate the intersection of business and
technology. Our deep understanding of clients’
industries and global perspective on progressive
business ideas and emerging technologies enables us to
drive and deliver transformational change in this digital
age.
We need the best minds and have career opportunities
for MBA students to join our global community of 6,000+
Accenture Strategy professionals.
You’ll have the opportunity to work across one of our three
practice areas: Business Strategy, Technology Strategy
and Operations/Function Strategy.
Our Hiring Locations <Melbourne and Sydney >
Job Description
Does the thought of driving innovation and creating new
business models for clients to succeed in a digital world
make your heart race? If you want to take your career to
the next level and work alongside global companies to
solve significant business issues, we want to meet you.
Your Role: Strategy Consultant/ Manager
There will never be a typical day at Accenture, but that’s
why people love it here. The opportunities to make a
difference within exciting client initiatives are limitless in this
ever-changing business landscape. Here are just a few of
your day-to-day responsibilities.
• Conduct analysis to address critical business issues
and generate insights about client and industry
business performance improvement
• Design business and technology strategy solutions and
present to C-level clients
• Apply deep financial acumen and propose innovative
value creation opportunities for sustained growth and
profitability
• Help clients understand leading edge technology
capabilities and the transformational impact they may
have on their business
• Leverage the power of Accenture’s global reach and
end-to-end capabilities to deliver value
• Coach and mentor analysts and junior consultants on
the team

•

Engage with the broader strategy community to foster
collaboration and support growth and development of
the Accenture Strategy practice in areas such as
recruitment, training and thought leadership

Your Experience: Basic Qualifications
• MBA degree from a top tier business school
• 3-8 years of relevant industry, functional and/or
strategy experience
Set Yourself Apart: Preferred Qualifications
• Outstanding academic track record with continued
interest in learning and growing professionally
• A high degree of comfort with strategic decisionmaking and strong quantitative skills to develop
financial or operational models and supervise data
analysis
• Deep understanding of industry dynamics and value
creation opportunities in one or more industries
• Strong analytical skills, understands complex issues,
quickly absorbs information, excels in conceptual
and creative problem solving
• Digitally savvy; curious and passionate about
technology, understands its impact on business and
society
• Natural leader; easily establishes trust-based
relationships, gains valuable insights through
collaboration and communication
• Driven; enjoys a challenge, proven ability to adapt
and remove obstacles to achieve results,
determined and optimistic
• Flexibility to accommodate client travel requirements
Our Commitment to You
• Your entrepreneurial spirit and vision will be
rewarded, and your success will fuel opportunities
for career advancement.
• You’ll make a difference for some pretty impressive
clients. Accenture Strategy serves 72 of the Fortune
Global 100 on high-profile projects.
• Opportunities to learn through training at
Accenture’s global Strategy College, assignments
and collaboration with experts across the company.
• Access to leading-edge technology.
• Along with a competitive salary, Accenture offers a
comprehensive package that includes a range of
market-relevant benefits and programs to help you
manage the demands of work and life.
Apply Today!
Great things can happen—they already are. Come and
be a part of the next level of high performance.

About Accenture
Accenture is one of the world’s leading organizations
providing management consulting, technology and
outsourcing services, with more than 293,000
employees; offices and operations in more than 200
cities in 56 countries; and net revenues of $28.6 billion
for fiscal 2013.
Our four growth platforms—Accenture Strategy,
Accenture Digital, Accenture Technology, and Accenture
Operations—are the innovation engines through which
we build world-class skills and capabilities; develop
knowledge capital; and create, acquire and manage key
assets central to the development of integrated services
and solutions for our clients.

Language Requirements Excellent written and
spoken English >
Work Authorization Requirements <Citizen or PR
preferred by not essential >
How to Apply <via our careers portal
Apply through
https://sites.accenture.com/publishing/Recruiting/Career
satAccenture/Pages/default.aspx to be considered for an
interview.
Equal Employment Opportunity
All employment decisions shall be made without regard
to age, race, creed, color, religion, sex, national origin,
ancestry, disability status, veteran status, sexual
orientation, gender identity or expression, genetic
information, marital status, citizenship status or any
other basis as protected by federal, state, or local law.

Copyright © 2014 Accenture
All rights reserved.
Accenture, its logo, and High
Performance Delivered are
trademarks of Accenture.

Nail the Case with Francoise Michel
Francoise Michel has been working with AGSM Career Services for several years to assist in honing the skills
required for our MBA’s to be successful throughout top and mid-tier consulting recruitment. Francoise holds an
MBA from LBS and spent several years with Bain & Co in London as a consultant and interviewer. If you are
planning to submit an application on 19 September for any of the firms in the program, these notes are essential.
Why do we do cases?
—

Case practices are a decisive factor and there are more and more companies using cases to interview

—

Meant to test pressure your thinking and logic skills

—

How you react under pressure, meant to simulate real life situation

—

It is good to be able to rehearse frameworks but you need to put these into a real life case

—

Testing your business sense and how is it to work with you?

—

Do you fit with the firm, would they like to spend a lot of time in your company?

—

It's also an opportunity for you to see if you would like to work with them

—

They also want to check how you communicate and whether you are client ready

What are they looking for?
—

Analytics, numerical, action orientated, overall impression

—

Numeric skills are very important, you need to be aware that pressure + maths generally do not go well

—

You will not be given very complicated maths but it can be hard under pressure, so rehearse, play with
percentages and simple adding, subtracting, multiplication

—

Numeric mistakes can cost you opportunities

How to prepare?
—

Review cases from company websites

—

Victor Cheng: http://www.caseinterview.com/ ; Crack the Case by David Orvhall

—

Reverse engineer a current affair case, what had to be true for this to be possible? What had to be the case
for the deal to be attractive?

—

Just reading cases is not enough, reading will not trigger the panic and confrontation of facts

—

Be well read, keep up to date with what is happening in Australian business (AFR), be aware of topical
events and business trends in Australia, what the firms you are applying to are working on, there will be an
expectation that you are interested and across these events

—

Review and repeat your cases, how can you do better? What did you leave out?

—

Plan ahead, schedule your practice, vary your cases

Typical mistakes
— Do not jump straight in without thinking about how to approach the problem, wait and take a minute to make
sure that you are clear
— It is important to communicate with the interviewer what you will be doing, your approach, how you plan to
solve the problem
— People forget to ask who the client is. Don’t let the pressure make you forget the basics
— Be purposeful and cohesive in your thinking and questioning, weave a story
— Try to look at the bigger picture, do not get caught on small facets of the case
— You need to have data to base your findings on, your personal view may be the start of a hypothesis but you
need to back it with facts
— Display some knowledge and business sense
— With a market sizing case, you assume everything, it is more to see how you take a big problem and break it
down to easy parts to solve
—

Make sure that if you get a bit lost, make sure you take time to regroup back to what you said you will cover

How to make a great start
—

Actively listen to the question, what are the issues? What is the common sense answer? How could I explain
that in normal layman terms?

—

Tell the interviewer your story, take them on your journey as to what you are thinking

—

What is the SO WHAT?

—

Be in charge of the discussion, you are driving the interview, show them that you know what you are doing

—

Active not reactive questions to be data driven and precise, ask for what you want, avoid being vague

—

Give small conclusions along the way, helps you explain why you are taking the conversation the way you
are

—

Make sure you note risks, how would you minimise them, better if you identify them before the interviewer
“Remember, frameworks are important but are not everything.”

—

You can guarantee the interviewers have heard them all and will not be impressed that you know 5 Forces.
This does not allow you to show any creative or original thinking and how do you even know that you are
using the right one?

—

They are looking for original thinkers, people with ideas, not the ability to remember a previously devised
structure

—

Be logical and structured, stay on one thing at a time and do not jump all over the place

—

If you have an idea while discussing something else, write it down to come back to it

—

Take the time to put some structure behind what you will be talking about and keep in the question in mind,
the bigger picture and the SO WHAT? in mind

—

Be data driven. Get facts to support your hypothesis, let facts drive the answer, not your personal view

—

Make sure your questions are moving the case forward, remember the problem you are trying to solve

—

Your final recommendation is important as the intro - "This was the question, this is my findings, this is the
solution I suggest, this is the result of us doing this"

—

Don't bring new concepts into the conclusion that haven't been discussed in the case

—

You must give a view/recommendation, be confident with your findings

—

Try to include numbers, percentages

—

Majority of cases are all about maximising value for the client. If you are lost always remember, how do you
make the company more money!!

—

Case types: Classic cases and general New Direction, Change of Scope, Operational Improvement and
Threat / Most are New Direction and Operational Improvement

—

Prepare your questions prior

—

Be aware, there will always be maths so make sure you are comfortable doing sums quickly without a
calculator and while people are looking at you

—

Keep track of time and take the hint from the interviewer. If they stop you to give you extra information or ask
a question, it is to help you and keep you on track, so be self-aware and take the hint

—

Actively listen to what the interviewer is saying

—

What is the big picture, what is the bottom line?

Attendees
Nigel Andrade – Partner
Robert Bustos-McNeil – Principal
Fred Avellen – Manager, Procurement Solutions
Pete Huggins – Manager, Procurement Solutions
Robert Kuijken – Manager, AGSM alumni 2011
Viplav Dangwal – Associate, AGSM alumni 2014
Shyamala Chandrasekar – Associate
Ly Dang – Recruitment Coordinator
Representation across various roles in the organisation, analyst, managers, associates.
AGSM Consulting Club assembled questions for ATK, nothing out of bounds, the good, the bad, the ugly!

How often do you look inwards and put internal consulting measures in place at your own firm?
—

Focused on internship program recently, how do we increase the number of offers? There is an increasing
marketing, why limit to summer internship? Do a bi-annual intake, same frameworks apply to their own
business issues

—

Would like to be more innovative with service offerings and how they work with clients

—

Ran a global ATK wide competition for anyone in the firm to generate ideas and innovative offerings, top
seven invited to global event in Berlin, testing ideas in a hothouse environment

—

A year ago did a classic strategy project on itself, what are the strengths and service offerings? What are
those sectors they should be investing in?

Please expand a bit on the Procurement Analytics Services sector
—

Started only three years ago as part of a re-engaged focus. What happens when you have the data but not
the knowledge to get the most out of the information, so deciphering and commercialising the data, and
focused on more advanced types of procurement

—

Working with supply chain in innovation - collaborative optimisation, freight going in and out to a specific part,
source contributors for particular legs of journeys

—

Very pragmatic and advanced in analytical thinking

Why does a client chose ATK?
—

ATK has incredible growth rate, why? Mental positioning is that of the innovator engineer. The way they like
to approach problems is about thinking about the question and solving it in the most radical way, and also
having the expertise to tackle the big problems

—

Smart and strategic hiring, industry experience, leadership and innovation qualities. Diversity of backgrounds
is important, leading people and industry experience over career consultants ATK are business people first,
consultants second which is what makes them attractive to clients

—

Most work is about sitting with client to understand fully what the problem is and how it can solved

—

Every problem is unique, every client is unique

—

Coming up with something that the client can digest, can they get it done?

—

Clients now want people who knows how to do something, not someone who will come in and say "we'll
figure it out when we get there" or "we have a binder full of frameworks"

—

It's important to be able to be agile and customisable, utilise some methodology and some IP but mostly rely
on creative thinking. Each engagement is generally 50% bespoke consulting

History lesson on ATK
—

McKinsey and Kearney started together in Chicago in 1929 McKinsey leaves to open an office was opened
in NY, becomes McKinsey & Co.

—

Basic difference is McKinsey was a lawyer and Kearney was an engineer

—

2006 - 44 partners brought back the firm from eds, actual ATK history starts from then

—

Leaves them with passion to reclaim lost ground and an aggressive growth strategy

—

Broad based financial services, operations through to classic strategy work, a lot of work around the
customer centricity. Sub sectors: banking, insurance, wealth management, market specific to where the
individual firm is based

Typical career path
Business analyst for undergrad, then senior business analyst, then consultant, then manager, then principal has
specific industry expertise, then partner which heads up practice area
How do you become a practice leader?
—

Moving from associate to manager is where you start building this platform. It is where you start diving
deeper into what are you good at, what your strengths are, once you rise to principal level there is more
networking and business development expected, takes time to build the network and reputation

—

Growth aspirations means they have a need to innovate

Work in information technology sector? What kind of projects?
—

Practice is called SITP, don't do it delivery, can get involved in architecture but that is more at the extreme
end of the current projects

—

Lots of work around lean/agile, at an infrastructure level

—

Just won big project with leading insurer to optimise its infrastructure ATK SITP department are generally exCIO's, the link between IT and business value

Segments for focused growth?
—

Financial services is a target. They are currently looking to see where they are underpenetrated, where they
can add value, where can they invest money to build practices

—

Healthcare in japan, oil and gas and energy

—

Growth service lines in analytics, organisation transformation, culture and soft skills

—

Long standing pillars of consumer goods, telco, media and technology which receive continual investment

Why is consulting a flat market when companies are in need of assistance?
—

There is a disconnect between the company spend and company value for consulting

—

People are trying to find ways to find value in consulting. 10 years ago consulting was a generalist market,
this has shifted to a want for deeper and industry specific expertise, an established track record of
performance and results

—

In the past people would buy case studies and frameworks, now they want insights and innovation. Insights
valued over the approach

—

Consulting projects are becoming smaller, more and more are shorter engagements, 3 month projects are
now the norm Australia is at a different stage of development, more immature consulting market compared to
some of the other economies

—

This is an opportunity for ATK to see where the buying patterns are and get there faster. Predicting where
the market will go gives an opportunity to predict where to grow thus getting a bigger market share

Challenges?
—

Finding the right people to join the business across all levels

—

Finding innovative ways to keep relevant, a challenge that is worked on across the firm

—

Consulting isn't that easy anymore, expectations are higher on the client side, need new ideas and
innovation, ATK are lucky to be very collaborative, seek insights from colleagues elsewhere Nigel - struggles
with the brand. Not as well-known as some of the pillars of the consulting sector, as at 2006 was a restart.
All brand equity needs to be rebuilt, climbing uphill with the brand

—

The firm will appeal to people who are independent and entrepreneurial, if you are looking to build a brand
rather than join a brand, this is for you

—

Challenge in talent retention, MBA grads generally join for 2 years to try it out and get the consulting
experience', rather than look to join a firm for a longer term

—

Candidates are given an option to gain the right experience, given the opportunity to try out different sectors,
big focus on culture, mixing, international secondments

—

Hiring people that are in demand make it hard to keep them so big focus on making sure professional
development is a priority and the culture is celebrated In a firm the size of ATK, every loss is felt

Travel opportunities?
—

Marc Thiebaut (AGSM Alum 2013) in Johannesburg

—

Michael Dunstan (AGSM Alum 2014) in Ghana

—

Maria Martinez (AGSM Alum 2012) in London

—

Networking aspect is important and valuable

—

Mobility between global practices is not something that you typically get to do in the first two years but you
can apply to go and so long as there is room, it is absolutely possible

—

Opportunities to go on Australian projects overseas, success in moving their people around, taking
knowledge and expertise from one part of the world and sharing with global offices

—

Clients want people who have experience with similar projects in other markets

What is the role of consultants in sales process?
—

Partner will coordinate the process

—

Manager/Associate does main chunk of work, meeting with clients, devising strategy, involved in pitch

—

Important that you are at an uncomfortable but doable position, new comers get eased into the sales
process, good to know how the client mind works, what they want from the project

ATK differentiator?
—

They believe it’s important the way in which they work with clients, work as joint client teams, clients
genuinely enjoy working with ATK teams, client feedback is consistently very good, clients invest in and
come back for individuals, not the firm ATK is very accommodating for staffs personal circumstances

How does ATK give back?
—

Exciting part of keeping the community engaged and active, worked with indigenous group in methodology
for better measurement of performance to secure better funding, pro bono

—

Do work for NRL, each partner can chose own passions

—

Associates and BA started new venture addressing how can they add value to the community, lots of
initiatives around how to do better, went to Salvation Army and volunteered time, taking time from your day
to do some good

—

Genuine giving back to the community rather than a check list

Resources and training?
—

A new starter will start in a cohort so that you have peer support. There is a new starter development
program when you join and then 6 weeks later you will be sent to New Consultant Orientation, specific for
associates

—

Provided with on the job training, mentorships, an array of programs on offer so that you can sit down and
see which ones would best help your individual development

—

New starter gets a buddy, which is a really important program to assist with transitioning into the firm

—

Social and quarterly events, celebrate birthdays, celebrate wins together, helps to insure new starters are
transitioned into the firm

How do you manage a client who sees you as a threat?
—

Clients are generally three things, either uninterested, very enthusiastic or perceives you as a threat. It is
important to understand why they think you are a threat, job as consultants to make the client look great and
convince them that you are here to work together in the shared goal, find new ways of working by having
access to a wealth of expertise

—

Set them up for success

—

Shoulder to shoulder approach with engagements, not head to head

Journey from AGSM to ATK?
—

Adjustment, challenge, learning

—

Takes a bit to get adjusted to the mindset after MBA. The MBA was the easy part

—

Transition can be intimidating to start with but you are given all the support necessary to make the transition
smoothly

—

Huge learning curve

Recruitment
19th September Applications open
24th September Applications close
1st round - analytical test (50 mins), similar to quant section of the GMAT and 2 x fit and case interview (60 mins)
2nd round - 3 x fit and case interview
6th October Offers out
Apply via this link: http://www.atkearney.com.au/careers/apply

Attendees
Stuart McCreery – Principal
Carl Scully – Director
Mia Lion – Associate, AGSM Alumni 2013
Natasha Gadzuric – Associate
Yasir Biswar – Senior Consultant

Overview
—

Founded in 1985 with Graeme Peck and Mel Evans, engineers with experience in the construction industry
Founded on the principles of having people who will tell it like it is, won't sit on the fence, will do what they
promise
— Providing business solutions for 26 years in infrastructure and resources
—

Australian based consulting company, provide project and business advisory services to infrastructure and
resources sectors Became part of Worley Parsons group in 2009 Worley Parsons is an engineering design
consultancy, global reach Australia wide and HK
And now... Introducing Advisian!!! Exclusive announcement for AGSM only!
—

Evans and Peck are growing their global advisory business, to remain a separate and independent business
within Worley parsons

—
—

Profitable and material in its own right
Still focused on the Evans and Peck principles, not starting from scratch, looking at what works and taking
that globally

—

Affords the ability to offer end-to-end solutions through collaboration with parent company, access to sector
experts
Appointed Dennis Finn as CEO, formerly Vice Chairman of PwC

—
—

More global in scope with new launch, plans to grow aggressively, acquisitions are definitely part of the
growth strategy

—

Sectors: Minerals, metals and chemicals, hydrocarbons, infrastructure

People and culture - what they look for?
— Lateral thinkers and problem solvers
— Proactive and see challenges as learning experiences
— Effective communicators
— Team players
— Thrive on a variety of work
— Willing to express their opinions, call it as it is
— Quietly confident
Culture
— Dynamic and entrepreneurial
— Results orientated, adding value and getting stuff done!
— Autonomous, flat business structure, they aim to hire professionals and want to treat them as such
— Flexible, open to people working part time, family friendly, just about getting the job done
— Client-centric
—

Professional and collaborative

—

Very principles driven, not a lot of policies and procedures. They aren’t about defining everything to within an
inch of its life, its more about hiring the right people to drive their own success

In the shoes of a senior consultant at Evans and Peck
— Focused on: Contribution from/to the company; Business development; Working in assignments
— Assignments can range from several weeks to several months, some are full time assignments, some are
part time assignments, working either in Sydney or other Australian offices. Must have competency in
meetings and workshops, written communication essential, you must be able to prepare reports, contracts
with no oversight. Be able to select the appropriate methods in responding to a client’s needs. Flexible and
adaptable. Commercially aware
— High quality outputs, being known to clients, working at a utilisation rate of 90% for senior consultant
— General attitude is important, you shouldn’t need to be told what to do, you are expected to manage your
own schedule of work, recognise conflict of interests, seek out independent thinkers. Networking events are
an important part of your role, client events, industry, and alumni. Focused on recruiting talent not just a 'justin-time'/project specific resource
— You are expected to assist in gaining work, it's about seeing opportunities with your current clients, use your
radar, identify their issues and propose a solution. Think outside the box, use your competitive advantage ,
e.g. Mia leveraged French language skills to propose targeting with French construction companies for EP
Staff development
— Staff training, in house training events by external providers. Friday seminars, fortnightly access to subject
matter experts, principals and senior associates
— Lots of company events, mentors, buddy systems, lots of social events, fitness training, city2surf, events for
soccer World Cup
— General work balance: 80% billable hours, 10% staff development 10% social activities

Panel event
— Stuart McCreery, Civil engineer, with a focus in roads, sustainability, 10 years with EP, actor for 10 years too
— Natasha, Civil engineer, started with EP as an early grad working on the cross city tunnel project, left and
pursued organisational management. Now back at EP 2.5 years
— Carl, Lawyer by trade, EP is not just a domain for engineers, experience in politics, running business
advisory group for the last three years, mentoring CEOs and providing high level advice to construction
sector. Focus on international development for Worley Parsons, Africa, South Africa, Middle East. He doesn't
bill, hunts the next project
— Mia, Chemical and Mechanical engineering, with Formula 1 team preMBA, currently working on a financial
due diligence project for large scale merger and acquisition
— Yasir, UNSW grad Materials engineering, main experience in in operations. Worked with BHP and
BlueScope, wanted to join somewhere a little more diverse and commercial
— It is not necessary to have engineering background; they look for economists, town planners,
mathematicians. They focus on hiring talent and allow the business to grow around their people.
Advantageous to be technically literate
Technology as a tool?
— WP looking at digital enterprise, there is a need to be able to commercialise the data, there is plans in the
future but haven't done a lot to date Use of technology for business efficiencies, standard project
management systems
What happens when you first start?
—

It's important to make sure people know what your skills and capabilities are, you must be proactive, make
yourself known. It took Mia took two weeks to get thrown in You won't be hand held through the process

Recruitment
—

Remember, this is a two way conversation, you are choosing them as much as they are choosing you

—

Applications open 6th October

—

http://www.advisian.com/our-company/join-us.aspx, apply under ‘Experienced Professional’

—

Please note in your application if you attended the presentation and met with the consultants. They will be
given a list of attendees to cross reference; include (AGSM MBA Application) in the name field

—

There will then be a series of interviews, it's pretty rigorous, essential to make sure there is a right fit

Attendees
Shane Guthrie – Director, AGSM Alumni 1998
Edwin O'Young – Director, AGSM Alumni 2003
Harry Cominos – Associate Principal, Harvard MBA

About
— PJP are quite a different firm today than they have ever been due to the big shift in the consulting landscape.
Shane been with the firm for 21 years, Edwin for 17 years and Harry for 7 years - Very strong record of
retaining their talent
— PJP is a leading strategy-focused consulting firm, dedicated to assisting executives, CEOs and senior
managers with their most difficult business problems and big ticket decisions. Corporate strategy, business
unit strategy. Founded by two former McKinsey partners and is a small boutique firm - 10 principals and 52
staff in total
— PJP proposition - The business sits in the idea intensive end of the spectrum. In line with the work
McKinsey/Bain/BCG does. There is now a much larger focus for the consulting sector in the implementation
side of business. Businesses are more focused on cost reduction, business improvement operations. There
has been gradual growth of the firm, there is no aggressive strategy in place. PJP strive to achieve a lasting
impact on client performance by providing insightful problem solving leadership on the most critical strategic
issues
Four key pillars:
— Top tier clients with biggest issues, globally and in Australia. Principle intensive team structure. World class
principles, market leading problem solvers. Structured career development, you are not a cog in a machine,
you join as an integral part of the business from day one
— Top tier clients - Global leaders in resources, mining, retail, manufacturing, gambling, builds materials,
fashion wholesalers. They don't sell sector expertise, they concentrate on problem solving capability
— A low leverage firm who engage with clients differently, driven by strategy focus and creative problem
solving, not lots and lots of analysis or boiling the ocean
— 2 x 3 leverage ratio, principals to consultants. Clients want and expect that the senior problem solvers are
deeply involved in the engagement. Focussed on the work that they do rather presenting a lot of analysis.
Customising solutions clients is ultimately how you get to put MBA learning into practice. High calibre
experience principals, majority of them have an extensive. McKinsey background, access to principals daily.
Exposure to senior people is a huge part of your career development. Opportunities for internal exchange.
On the job mentoring, feedback, coaching
What do they look for?
— History of leadership, strong academic record is incredibly vital, a real passion for problem solving, have a
thirst for peeling the onion, passion to understand what is going on
— Great communication skills are important; you need to be able to take your clients on your journey, succinctly
and articulately
— Resourcefulness and independent thinker
— Broad range of experiences outside professional and academic arenas
Typical assignment?
— Most work is strategy based, 'what's the growth strategy for the business'?
— Harry's project - working with different stakeholders on an infrastructure project to unlock revenue for
stakeholders and government. What are the commercial benefits? What is the right optimisation?
— PJP get involved because these problems are hard to solve
What is it about the culture of the firm to retain such high calibre staff?
— Terrey Arcus (founder) had a real passion for problem solving over chasing the projects and on-selling the
implementation of the strategy, hence founding PJP You are given the opportunity to work on the projects
you want to work on. There is a strong focus on finding people that are like minded. A small firm means you
are able to capture and champion the entrepreneurial spirit of the team. Very collaborative and supportive
firm at all levels, all are high achievers and very driven

View on changes in consulting to process intensive operations?
—

The consulting industry has changed in last decade, PJP believe there is still a strong role for a boutique
strategy focused player, it’s a viable business model. Aware of the trends towards end-to-end strategy and
implementation but see this more as an opportunity rather than a negative

Do PJP get involved in idea generation over problem solving?
—

Not something that is done a lot, would work more with clients in idea generation as a business solution.
Reliant on analytics but in a more focused and targeted way. All consultants at PJP have a natural inkling
towards the analytical

How do you ensure your strategy is implemented successfully?
—

Reliance on long term relationships, which is distinctive for PJP. Assist through the implementation,
guidance through the procedure. Bigger firms focus on more project based work, not the style of what PJP
do. PJP are long term advisors to senior management, there for the journey, not the project. Client focused what is the best solution? They are very strong on sticking to strategy, if the client requires cost reduction or
optimisation work, will work with client to find the best people to take on the project

Duration of projects?
—

8-12 weeks is generally project scope, three or so projects with a client per year, some are longer terms as
they work very collaboratively. Strategy work is less than confronting and adversarial than implementation

—

Client focus on Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane. Nature of the work doesn't necessarily mean you need to be
on the ground, lends itself a bit more to step outside of the business

What would you expect if you joined PJP fresh out of MBA?
—

You will be allocated fully to projects which the best way to develop and hone your MBA skills, once a little
more experienced you would be expected to split over projects, principals generally work across 3-4
projects. Emphasis on recruiting the right fit to ensure confidence in the new starters to be client ready
immediately

Typical PJP Consultant background
—

All have either a first class honours degree or at least a distinction average 25% are university medallist.
Many have completed post grad qualifications Industry experience across a variety of background,
engineering and commerce probably the strongest background, the law, science, medicine, analytical
disciplines. Only small percentage (3%) with arts background

Recruitment
—

PJP don’t recruit in an intake as some of the other consulting firms do. They are always interested in
speaking with people who believe they would be a great fit, have the background, academics and passion for
problem solving to be a suitable candidate for PJP

Attendees
Niki Alcorn – Partner in Strategy, AGSM Alumni 2005
Peter Corbett – Director in strategy
Angad Soin – Director in Strategy
Vanessa Matthijssen – Partner, Strategy and Operations
Lucy Buchanan – Manager in Strategy
Cassian Drew – Director in Operations
—

Niki Alcorn, Media and Telco

—

Peter Corbett, Telco, media and technology, passion for Sydney start up scene

—

Angad Soin, tech focus

—

Vanessa Matthijssen, consumer business and transport

—

Lucy Buchanan, media and telco

—

Cassian Drew, public sector reform, large scale government transformation

About
—

Deloitte is the worlds' largest management consulting organisation, manage business around their clients.
Operating model around who they serve, CEO, COO, COM, CFO, CIO, and HRO. Presenters all work in the
strategy and operations team, about 100 in Australia. Not a lot of interstate travel involved Deloitte model is
very country centric. Work with global partners to bring global expertise to clients

—

Outside Australia branded as Monitor Deloitte, also joined with PSP Focused on executable strategic
outcomes for clients, operational questions around business process improvement, cost reduction,
optimisation. Joint teams delivering on projects, developing strategy, put execution measures in place, cross
functional team, all processes can be done in house

How do assignments get allocated?
—

It's an art and a science, and a bit of luck. Niki - joined Deloitte after MBA, joined an airline project from a
travel start up background

—

Took some time to figure out what her passions were and where her focus should be, strong support network
with senior managers, you are able to work with them to channel and shape your passion projects

—

Utilised the informal channels - let directors and partners working in the area she was interested in that she
was keen, building meaningful business relationships is integral but you also need to let people know what
your goals are

Workplace culture
—

Niki - playful with serious intent, have a lot of fun at work, recruit carefully diverse culture, lots of different
perspectives, sporting culture, keen to participate. Not a work you to the bone culture, lots of different
models, Niki is a working mum, they are very supportive of her family priorities

—

Cassian - super supportive environment, real emphasis on balance, understanding of what's important and
development of a sustainable career

—

Liz - redefines the way professional services are experienced, a stronger focus on how people do things is
changing the way projects are being delivered, every engagement needs an element of data, element of
design, element of digital. Recently brought in creative designers, to change the way they message their
recommendations to their clients

—

Vanessa - you own your career, Deloitte want you to drive it and shape it and they will support you, not
wrapped up in policies and procedures, freedom to drive innovation

—

Angad - gives you the rope to try different things, diversity of projects

—

Peter - mentoring and peer group you join, fundamental principles, talk straight, has never felt that anyone
has sugar coated any feedback, if you don't do a great job, you are told, if you do well, you are told.
Imperative for your professional development

Case Examples
Broadband in Australia
—

Concept that Telstra had to attract more of the broadband market - Belong.com. Clint Brief: kill TPG, hurt
iiNet. Looking at where to play, how to win, what are the capabilities behind it?

—

Solution: create a challenger brand for Bigpond, develop a fully operational interest business, basically build
a company that 'isn't Telstra'

—

10 week turn around

—

Develop strategy then design business end-to-end solutions

—

Worked with cross functional team from Deloitte, with cross functional team from Telstra. Co-located the
Telstra and Deloitte teams at the Deloitte office which allowed continual scoping and prioritisation, rapid
decision making and agile way of working Breaking free from old processes and system

—

Went from strategy to implementation, from brief to taking first order in ten weeks, career highlight!

Big B2B Logistics Company
—

Used to being biggest player in the business without a lot of competition, now facing a lot of new entrants,
resulting in stalling growth. High portfolio concentration, one product making all their money, lack of focus.
Global business, lot of business units. How did Deloitte have impact on this business? Findings resulted in
24 projects over 3 years, started with a blank sheet of paper, didn't really know what they could do. Solid fact
base up the front, how are they performing? What are the macro trends? What's driving supply chain,
competitors, and regulatory problems? What are the market changes? How is this relevant?

—

Data analytics in rapid fashion, volumes of data. Developed concepts for 'What are the different growth
options?'

—

Utilisation of their strategic radar, scope all the different weak and strong trends over all aspects of the
logistics business, help set growth platforms. Focus on core business, refocus on cash, reset aspirations.
Project went across 8 countries, partnered with Deloitte China, expertise of the Deloitte business with
expertise of local market knowledge. Once strategy was articulated, they were able to take this to market
and start capitalising on the new focus. Worked directly with CEO and CFO

Airline, transformation program for their sales force. How do we be more effective, get more dollars, how
do we compete in this changing market?
—

Important to have as many facts as possible in the recommendations, process must be as inclusive and
consultative as possible, so everyone was brought along the journey

—

How can Deloitte be different? Very competitive assignment, pitched against other leading consulting firms
Deloitte focused instead on the style and understanding the culture, Deloitte understand who the client is?

—

What you deliver and how their values overlapped with the clients. This is why they secured the
engagement, strong focus on the relationship, focus on the connection

—

Project focused on inclusiveness, conduct a business chemistry test, get to know each other on an individual
level. Joined staff in conversations, very collegial

—

Lots of staff interviews, 2.5 hour interviews, lot of personal components, true feelings of why things aren't
working

—

Enabled transformation of the sales function dramatically and resulted in replacing 40% of their sales team,
flipped the script, changed the way the business was conducting their sales conversations

—

It is important that clients know from the start that Deloitte intend to partner with them, their success is your
success

—

Differentiator, not consulting AT people, focus on soft skills - active listening, empathetic

Why Deloitte Strategy and Operations?
—

Deloitte in growth mode, high performance environment, lots going on. They do very interesting work,
inspiring and interesting. Opportunities to accelerate professional development, international secondments,
focus on fast tracking high potential people

What makes a perfect Deloitte candidate?
—

Analytically intensive, academic excellence, demonstrated leadership, inter-personally mature, empathic,
engaging with team and clients, ability to establish meaningful relationships, naturally curious, high level of
emotional intelligence, team player

Recruitment
—

Applications open on 19th September 2014

—

http://careers.deloitte.com/jobs/eng-AU Job Ref AUEXP95542 Careers portal AUEXP95542

—

Recruitment contact: Diana Peter - diapeter@deloitte.com.au

—

1st round - 2 x case study interviews with managers and director

—

2nd round - 2 x case interviews, partner level

Attendees
Bruce Mcdonald, VP and Head of Cognizant Business Consulting (CBC) ANZ
Prosun Ghosh - Regional Head of HR
Sachin Kulkarni - Senior Director & Head of Enterprise Application Services ANZ
(AGSM alumni 2012)
Rhys Atkinson - Senior Manager, Consulting (AGSM current student)

About
—

$9B company with 80,000 people spread all over the world. Founded 20 years ago, best kept secret in the
consulting world. Trusted and established relationships across the globe. Focus on Communications,
Healthcare, Technology, Pharma, Travel & Hospitality, Insurance - currently working with Google and the
Google glass application

—

Very young CEO, Francisco Dsouza, only 38, company is run on merit CEO very innovative and good at
watching where the world is going

—

Concentrating on all things digital, not just strategy but also follow through with execution

—

Multi-disciplined in the approach, subject matter experts, project manager, strategy consultant

—

Deliberate reinvestment in relationships

—

Rated by Goldman Sachs as number 2 for valued stock, money is poured back in to their people and
processes

—

Delivering bespoke consulting for clients, deliver exactly what they want

—

Largest practice based in US and now focused on growing in Australia

—

75 different global centres, ability to travel

—

Bruce opened with speaking about Simon Synek, TED talks - What makes inspiring leaders inspiring? What
makes a great organisation?

—

Stressed the importance of working in an organisation that believes what you believe. Your clients and
customers don't buy what you do, they buy why you do it

—

What do they believe? Consulting is a passion, not a job

—

Deliver outstanding value by empowering their people because it is ultimately a people business. Believe in
the remarkable - identify and help develop remarkable people

—

Technology focused but a with a strategic element to all engagements

—

MBA likely to enter as a Senior Consultant or Manager, dependant on individual experience

—

Start-up culture as APAC region still new, so looking for people keen to make an impact

—

Diverse job scope, opportunity for you to decide which direction you take

—

Cognizant have a presence in all four major commercial banks, investment banks etc. - How do we build the
digital strategy for the bank of the future? - Wealth management, retail banking, funds management. How do
we better support your SAP infrastructure?

—

Dual mandate, run different and run better, making organisations future proof. Where do we create
efficiencies

What do they do different?
—

Looking into new markets, new geographies Cognizant was the fastest growing Europe market with several
acquisitions, generating $1.5b. Entry to Australian market after engagement with one of the Australian big
banks Cognizant have 4,000 MBAs under one roof, highest number of MBA qualified employees in the world

—

Rhys Atkinson, Senior Manager - currently completing his MBA Executive. Has enjoyed how he has been
able to apply the skills and knowledge from AGSM into his day to day work with Cognizant. First assignment
with large Australian media organisation, business transformation project to change the structure of the
business, processes etc. in order to enhance performance. It's relatively easy to develop a strategy but
another thing to implement it. Cognizant gives you the chance to see your strategy through to
implementation

—

HBR article, the value of happiness, how employee wellbeing drives profits. How the growth outliers do it,
looked at organisations that have been able to sustain growth over a long period of time. Studied large
publicly traded companies - 4,793 companies targeted for the study to see whether they sustained 5% net
income growth over 5 years, only 190 achieved this. Then looked at the companies who had sustained 5%
net income growth over 10 years, only ten companies had succeeded. Most of them aren’t the big global
brands names you may expect....
-

ACS

-

Krka Group

-

Atmos Energy

-

Yahoo Japan

-

Tsingtao Brewery

-

HDFC Bank

-

Cognizant!

So, how did they sustain the growth?
—

By being rapid adapters and built for innovation

—

Placing small bets early, diversifying portfolio, active acquires, strategic acquisitions

—

Concentrate on building processes that support speed and flexibility, build innovation into every day
operations

—

Consulting led business

—

Champions of stability, with a focus on culture and shared values

—

Avoid dramatic divestures, don’t change high level stages often

—

Senior leadership kept stable, retention of their talent

—

Services not underlined by any particularly portfolio, portfolio has been built around what the client wants, not
everything is linked to IT or IT strategy

—

CFO advisory capability being developed in relation to strategic services solution group
"Although these companies are nimble and adaptive, their leadership,
strategy and values are stable" - HBR

—

Opportunities in this region are significant as they are really competing with the big players

Typical work profile?
—

Strategic implementer, not sole strategists but this is focus for forward planning

—

Blank canvas in terms of recruitment, if you are keen to be part of building a business, if you like to get
involved in creating culture, ground up work, this will be appealing to you

Recruitment
—

Process is quite rigorous and the like for you to meet as many of their people as possible, it’s a part of the
culture, they want you to be keen to work for the same cause

—

Process to give you exposure to as many people as possible

—

JD attached

—

Please submit a resume and cover letter to Rachel Guest, AGSM Career Services - r.guest@agsm.edu.au
by 5.00pm, Thursday, 18 September

—

Interviewing of suitable candidates likely to commence Monday, 29 September

—

You must have completed your MBA studies or be in a position to commence work this year

Finally - Simon Synek - 5 tips for graduates
1.

Know how and when to seize an opportunity

2.

Always tell the truth, most important and hardest thing to do

3.

Ask for and accept help, just because you are a leader, doesn't mean you need to have all the answers.
Leadership is not about telling people what to do all the time; it's about taking your people on your journey.
Top of the tree is the authority, bottom of the tree is the authority

4.

Take the opportunity to trust people

5.

Always remember who you are

Business Unit: Cognizant Business Consulting (CBC)

Cognizant believes in hiring inspiring people to support the creation of
a consulting driven business that enables our clients to build
remarkable businesses and people.

Location of Posting: Anywhere Cognizant is present in Australia
(flexibility to travel internationally at short notice is an imperative;
flexibility to relocate to another country in the medium term is
desirable).

Education: MBA (must have graduated in 2014)

Position Summary:
Cognizant Business Consulting (CBC) provides Strategic & Operational
Consulting Services to our broad base of clients in the Australia and
New Zealand region.
Positions are open within the various CBC Units mentioned below:
Cognizant has a focus on 5 key industry segments - Banking Financial
Services; Insurance; Healthcare & Life Sciences; Retail/Consumer Goods
& Manufacturing/Logistics; and Communication, Information, Media &
Entertainment.

CBC Units are present in Cognizant’s 5 capability groups – Strategic
Services; Enterprise Information Management (DW/BI, Analytics);
Enterprise Application Services (SAP, Oracle, CRM); Managed IT
Services (ITIS) and Business Process Services (BPS).
Primary Job Responsibilities:
The Consultants would be part of CBC teams who are responsible for
- Business Consulting – Advisory Services, Process Consulting, Business
Analysis. Roles within these engagements increase with experience –
ranging from individual contributors who provide support to the
consulting teams, to Engagement Leads who lead an engagement and
Principals who lead multiple engagements and teams.
- Business Development – As part of your role as a consultant you will
be exposed to the development side of the business through on the job
exposure to clients as well as being a part of specific client/assignment
pursuits to grow the business.
- Thought Leadership and IP creation – Create IP that can be leveraged
to drive non-linear growth and drive business outcomes. Drive the
thought leadership agenda for the BU via white papers, webinars, social
media interactions, and other such public forum.
- Organization building – Support the ongoing need to continually
develop and improve and support the same initiative in fellow team
members.
Overall ensure that Cognizant services meet the client’s desired
Business Outcomes and build a strong team that can do the same.

Competencies: (Desired/Necessary skills for this role)
Analytical/Problem solving skills
Strong team ethic

Excellent communication
capabilities
Positive attitude and drive

Attendees
David Cliff – Director, AGSM alumni 2000
Bhavinder Kaur – Senior Consultant, AGSM student
Erik Caraian – Recruitment Consultant

About
— SMSMT is a leading APAC management and IT services firm Established in 1986, $315m revenue 85% top
ASX top 20 use SMSMT offer a full service end-to-end solution
— Strong IT focus, but realistically most of the work sits in the business improvement area rather than the
classic IT system design
— Offices nationally, Singapore, Vietnam, HK
— Publicly listed company which is quite unique for a consultancy, no classic partnership structure,
organisation design is more in line with a public company, board of directors etc
— Used as a proxy for the technology sector, global scale, large projects, popular with the investment banks
— Consulting + Solutions Development + Strategic Partners
— Business innovation, conceptual design, new structure, new technologies, utilisation of Cloud technology,
business process improvement, customer centricity, customer experience improvement, digital
transformations, social media collaboration, new business models, data analytics, enterprise mobility
strategy, enterprise and customer apps
— More organisations now want to use their technology to be a differentiator in their market, how do they
reshape their focus?
— Currently working with TAFE NSW which is transitioning from a public organisation, to smart and skill, where
funding will now follow the individual student rather than the institution
Industries and clients
— There is an Australian-centric view - Government, Mining, Resources and Infrastructure ICT (Telstra, Optus,
NBN), Finance & Banking, Insurance, Defence, FMCG, Utilities, Transport, Healthcare, Financial services strong presence in 85% of top organisations in Australia
— End to end services
— Strategy - design - deliver - enable – operate. Historically SMSMT were the implementation specialists, after
the strategy was designed by the strategists the SMSMT team join the project, more at the second tier of the
project phase. Now they focus on strategies around digital services, how that works, how do you restructure
to better deliver digital capabilities?
SMS capabilities
— Consulting, Strategy and Advisory, Customer Experience Optimisation, Business Process Optimisation,
People and Performance, Project Portfolio, Solutions Development, Information Management, CRM and
Knowledge Management, Applications Development, Systems Integration, Managed Services, Business
Cloud, Infrastructure Management, Network and Comms, Infrastructure Consulting (cloud integration
capability, advent of cloud has fundamentally changed how we look at IT, from a service to an application)
Key strategic partners:
— Salesforce / Microsoft / Telstra / IBM / Google / Amazon / HP
— SMSMT don't get involved in the specifics of technology, rely on strategic partners for this deeper expertise
— Recent acquisitions - Indicium and Birchman
SMS business model
—

1986 - business and it consulting

— 2006 - solutions development
— 2013 - managed services, operational contracts, cash stream
—

Ability to transfer around Asian offices, dependant on skills set and if those skills are needed in the region
SMSMT Asian offices currently working with BHP, Cathay, foreign nationals and now starting to get some
presence with locals. As they are getting more traction in the local market, they are getting more requests for
support from the Australian offices

—

The advent of cloud has changed how business is done, noticeable shift from capex to opex. Investments in
technology needs to justified, discussion much more around how to enable your business, thinking process
is not about IT as a technology, but as an asset. Focus on sustainability, return on investment etc. Business
capability modelling / Business architecture / Financial modelling skills / Capacity to shape a proposition

What is the differentiation from US and Indian big tech firms?
— These firms don't seem to be providing the kinds of services SMSMT provide to organisations, they tend to
focus on adding on to already established clients. They don't tend to run into them too much, a lot of the US
firms are the strategic partners of SMSMT e.g. major implementer for force.com, Microsoft, Oracle Closely
work with IBM, run the business model for them, IT strategy
— SMSMT will look at the individual business needs of the client rather than the vendor view whereby you
making your product fit the problem SMSMT investigate what are the capabilities of the products on offer and
how can they fix the issue
— Pride themselves on letting their people become their best, play to the strengths. Personal learning
combined with the company learning cements your MBA skills and hones strategy skills. They are keen to
find people who are able to hit the ground running. When you join SMSMT, you are asked to select a pillar
that you are most interested in - Business Performance, IT Consulting Business and IT Consulting - it not
necessarily always hand in hand, the business transformation team aren't technology people
— Strategy work doesn't always involve IT, TAFE project had no collaboration with the tech arm, business
strategy was the focus
— David is keen to move more into specialised strategic advice The market currently sees SMSMT as an IT
firm, not set on always being IT related but the market tends to push them in that direction If they get a tech
person to come in and work on the strategy, they generally aren't successful, if they have an MBA with that
tech background, it's very attractive as you have the business skills plus the tech language and expertise,
thorough knowledge on how the use of systems can drive business process
Joining SMSMT
— First three months generally means you are put on an engagement straight away, there is a different level of
expectation with new starters joining from an MBA background, lots of touch points but there is an
expectation that you will be able to work independently. There is a lot of effort made to ensure that all the
consultants feel connected to SMS when you are out on engagement - social events, lots of check ins with
practice managers. Lots of flexibility around fixed price work, championed to work in client environment It
typically takes an MBA around 6-12 months to understand what it actually means to be a consultant but you
will be supported through the process. Crucial development of soft skills, responsibility for billing and
accountability, stake holder management Important to demonstrate that you can do good work and add
value to the client
— Organic growth strategy / Cross sell service offerings / Moving into acquisition area / Expand managed
services / Offshore capabilities / Building Asian business is key focus
— SMS recruitment is conducted in 4 phases:
1.
2.

Cultural interview with recruitment team - does this person look like they fit
Skills based interview with senior consultant - "this is the situation and how do you deal with it?"

3.
4.

Logical thinking test - low core cases interviews

5. Final interview Maximum 2-4 weeks Recruit for skill profile, not project specific
— Looking for people with the background and training that is given with the MBA which enables you to look at
a problem in a different way than someone with that technical capability
— Your MBA is not a golden ticket to senior role with SMSMT, there will be some hard yards as you learn the
company and the business but the MBA skills will mean you are more likely to rise through the ranks quite
quickly
— http://www.smsmt.com/careers

Attendees
Jonathan Henry – Director, AGSM EMBA student
Leah Diprose – Senior Accountant, Advisory & Restructuring
James Taylor – National HR Consultant
Guy Gunasekera – Manager

About
—

McGrathNicol have around 350 people across Australia and NZ Originally a part of KPMG, evolved out 10
years ago. Now a process improvement business working predominantly with CEO, boards, debt or equity
holders. Make the paper a lot for intervention type work, but most of their work is done behind the scenes
"The Sherlock Holmes of the consulting world"

—

McGrathNicol sits in the middle of the pure strategy houses and the accounting firms - not report writers and
not accountants

—

People seek their advice when more levers need to be pulled

—

Large focus on work around process and how things are done, seen as a bolt-on resource

—

A lot of the work is around internal processes, where consultants come in, look at the processes and quickly
identify a solution

—

The go-to people when companies don't have the resources or expertise to take on these types of projects
themselves or when management know there is an issue but are too close to cant articulate the problem
Important to understand that management know the most - difference between good and bad consultants

Who are the McGrathNicol people?
—

Confident speakers, likable, amiable people who are able to form relationships easily

—

Strong ability to engage management and find solutions quickly

How is the MBA important to consulting work?
—

Jonathan - much of what was learnt through the EMBA was a better articulation of the work he already does.
Themes are all familiar, feel right but gives you a way to articulate it and have a model behind the thinking

Systems and architecture
—

Most companies struggle due to how they are set up

—

Do a lot of work with Worley Parsons, had problems converting sales into cash, underlying issue was the
breakdown of systems. By understanding how different parts of the business speak to each, made it easy to
identify ways to optimise the systems

—

Do a lot of merger and acquisition deal support

—

Lot of work around the natural owner, dashboard reporting, figuring out what the key metrics are and
presenting something quite succinct, can be hard in a large business to see what it is that is making things
change Important to deliver a succinct message that management can focus on, can be hard to get this
insight from your own people

—

Set up a bespoke set of reporting and metrics

—

Origin energy - identify key performance metrics (cash conversion rate), having the visual gives
management a focal point

—

Main difference - commercial reality

—

Debt to equity for Centro Property Group supporting the billabong restructure. Financial realities that may
give less opportunity, intrusive restructure processes. Assessment of power, negotiation with stakeholders,
underlying viable business that will need to change in order to work commercially

—

McGrathNicol is a mostly generalist firm, floating resource model so you don't stay in the same teams. Gives
you a chance to learn more, hone adaptation skills In line with the work that they do as you need to be able
to communicate quickly and articulately

—

Downside to consulting, making your findings/recommendation look good. PowerPoint isn't fun, you can lose
credibility with a tiny typo or mistake, attention to detail is paramount

—

Most consultants to stay at a generalist level as there isn't really a clear industry directive, but they are
generally well known for finance and investment work but they aren’t necessarily finance and investment
people

—

Mostly engage with large complex businesses, the themes of industry become less relevant, more internal
management issues rather than core capability/product. Most consultants have experiences and skills in
specific industry but if they are pitching for a job, they assemble the case studies of previous work around
similar projects, would flag experiences in the proposal - more emphasis on telling the story, taking the client
through the journey

Training and development
—

Formal support for external courses, McGrathNicol is sponsoring Jonathan's EMBA

—

Lot of programs around the junior level (age 25-29), training around process report writing, how to do
analysis, firm open for people to put forward their own ideas for what they wish to train in

—

A lot of reliance of on-the-job learning

—

Teams led by partners, so good access to senior members of the firm

Major industries
—

Finance and investment is probably largest

—

Property Retail Mining Construction Government

—

Normal duration of project, some are short, sharp intense will go over 4-6 months, but commonly put longer
term secondments into organisations

Team stories
—

Guy – Been at McGrathNicol for 6 years, joined straight out of University from an economics accounting
background. Clients vary from bankers through to corporate, recently done a lot more on advisory consulting
work, distressed asset work. There is no specific type of industry that you focus on, part of a talent pool, tend
to get moved around depending on the project and what skills you can bring to the team. Dealing with
diverse range of stakeholders

—

Leah – Joined straight out of University with qualifications in finance and economics, left to spend a few
years in Canada working in sales and a tech start up. Re-joined earlier this year, working on advisory in
mining and telco, forensic work with South Pacific Island nation - dealing with world bank

—

Jimmy – Part of the national HR team, joined 2 months ago. First impression perspective, impressed by
huge variety of clients and engagements.

Culture
—

Culture needs to work well in consulting firms as they rely so heavily on their people - lots of late work, can
be quite a demanding, tough environment

—

Flat structure, quite active, lots of sporting activities

—

Right balance between working quite hard and also enjoying each other's company

—

Organisational structure leads to a good culture, floating resource model is successful as it can break down
a lot of barriers, can work against the silo model

—

Robust mentoring program, direct access to partners and directors who are very open and happy to hear
ideas

—

Still have structure around where your career is going - able to chart your own course

—

Performance appraisals are a huge part of the business, encouraged to submit your goals - your career
goals, personal goals or development goals that aren't necessarily in line with the firms goals, they are
supportive of this

Area of growth?
—

Cyclical business, depends on what is happening with the economy, when its bad, more work around
insolvency, acquisitions etc., when good, more business process optimisation etc.

—

Reviewing businesses and giving them tick of approval for government

—

Not about telling them what the strategy is, more about helping them figure it out

How is business won?
—

More pitch and tender that it used to be, about half of jobs now are presenting and formal presentation of
PowerPoint. Government is always pitched but also rely on long-standing relationships

—

Melbourne and Sydney most significant offices, office in each state and one in NZ Travel a lot, big part of the
role, mostly interstate, Sydney and Melbourne act as a hub for resources

Which type of work appeals the least?
—

When there isn't really a solution to be had, sometimes people want an independent view on something that
they already know the answer to. More enjoyment out of more complex, larger moving parts, media
attention. Solving actual problems, assisting private equity with their investments

Forensic accounting
—

Tends to be investigative, often around court cases and legal actions, uncertainty around financial
transactions, investigating large volumes of information

—

One case looked at how traders communicate with each other, to make sure that traders aren't talking to
each other in a way that could influence price

—

More specialised and distinct from the rest of the business

—

Forensic technology practice to collect data, ability to access to data that goes back years Investigative side
when you go looking for specific information, sometimes you don't know what you are actually looking for

—

Understanding what information is relevant and how it is applicable

—

Often the forensic people will come in to a project to do short pieces of work

—

Less floating staff in and out of forensics

Recruitment
—

Junior level - case study, analytics testing, report writing examples

—

Lateral hire - far less structured process, about the individual, not about solving the case as such

—

Not actively recruiting at this level at the moment but always keen to hear from a candidate who would be a
good fit, very important to be a good cultural fit

—

Natural expectation of strong academic record

—

http://www.mcgrathnicol.com/careers/Pages/index.aspx

Attendees
Sha-Mayne Chan – National Manager of People and Performance
Alex Hutchison – Manager, Business Design (ex-Accenture)
Leo Gama – Business Designer (ex-ATK)

Vision
—

Make work great!

—

Improvement in customer experience

—

Engaged workforce

—

Improve productivity

—

Increase in revenue

About
—

Founders - working for separate companies working together and identified the gap in the industry, a huge
opportunity for mobile and designing business processes

—

CEO is Luke Harvey-Palmer, AGSM Alum 2006

—

Key theme: engagement

—

Driven by the processes that they work with, the vision and the values - are curious and energised, focused

—

Be curious about everything!

—

Alive are changing the way people work, think about anything normal and shift it

—

Energy fuels curiosity

—

Focus on creating bespoke solutions for Apple products

—

Engaged to map out business process to find where they can inject mobility around this

—

Traditionally there is a business problem, it goes through to tech; tech offers a system recommendation on a
system. Business will then generally modify their processes and behaviour to adapt to the system

—

Alive create a platform that will match the behaviours and processes in place and improve it

—

Specialise in mobile enterprise, mobile first, not looking to break into digital solutions like the bigger
consulting firms

—

A lot of the work they do you don't see, there are only two on the App Store, most are customer facing and
so highly confidential, not able to demo them

—

World class partners: Apple / Telstra / KPMG / Vodafone Global Enterprise / SAP / Dimension Data

—

Don't sell direct to market

—

Partner with the leaders in the industry, Development network

—

Tier 1 Telstra partner, usually takes 2 years to reach tier one, took Alive 6 weeks

—

Ability to leverage the sales team of the partners

—

Currently working on KPMG digital practice

—

Lots of development into NZ and Asia

—

Enterprise mobility leader regionally

How do they deliver?
—

Full circle offer - business design, product design, application performance

—

Mobile business design, create benefits case for the product, has to be desirable from the user experience
view, help clients to measure the benefits of the application

—

Own analytics program that gets used with all the apps, ability to count and check everything that goes
through the app, customise data, can analyse any line of code, custom build reporting so that it meets KPIs
of clients

—

Keeping products alive, productivity apps that are worked on consistently to keep them relevant and ensure
they are meeting the needs of changing markets

—

Work with clients to work out what the issues are, then build the business case and the solution

—

Developing is all done in house, keeps control over the project, collaborative client/Alive relationship, kept up
to date all the way through the process, after launch management services

—

Because you have everyone in the same space (consultants, interface experts, sales experts, customer
insights experts) the idea generation is a lot different with having easy access to all the different skill sets

—

Main focus on internal business applications but do occasionally engage external facing work

—

Apps on risk assessment, helping sales force be more productive, CRMs, building industry, collaboration
tools, all based on the challenge of the customer

—

80% enterprise, 20% consumer

How do they keep the momentum?
—

Customer relationship specialist, in constant touch with the client - understanding where the opportunity is

Business design process
—

Shadow client, do the research, truly understand what their world looks like, where are the key pain points?
"too hard to submit this report, can't pull this data"

—

Primary focus ethnographic research

—

Truly engage the workforce for top down

—

Process mapping and clarification of original idea

—

Workshop with the users and client, great to chance to show people they are being heard, validating what
the business designers have found, directionally correct with high level solution, assists with prioritisation of
projects

—

Design and prototyping, business design team works through with the tech teams, to develop app for the
brief

—

Deliver first solution, what do you think? Does this meet your needs?

—

Workshop final solution with the users, does it do what you wanted?

—

Packaged up the solution

—

Documenting project, building up business case,

—

Goal to have 6 apps in each organisation that they work with

Clients
—

Surf Lifesaving Australia - focused on monitoring risks at events, devised an assessment tool to assess the
conditions on the day

—

Have to assess every beach in NSW, check everything - car parks, signage, shops etc.

—

Old process meant using a clipboard, GPS, folder, camera, pencils, pens - juggling them all while writing a
report, at the beach! Data inaccuracies, reporting inaccuracies

—

Now they have a risk assessment app on iPad to be able to take photos, recording, all tagged and logged,
back end system that grabs the data and channels

—

Assessments are now more accurate, efficient and paperless!

—

They are now training the other groups of surf lifesaving

—

User experience drives the whole business, it’s important that people love using the app

Collaboration tool
—

Client has offices around the world, people are constantly on the phone and staying late so that could update
each other and ensure they are working collaboratively

—

They now have an app that allows them to follow they key team members they need to and get the
information that is important for them to do their job

—

Bespoke solution created around their processes

—

The tools they use in business design is the same as consulting, every client is different, has the rigour of
consultancy with the design thinking over the top of it

Culture
—

Very important to the company, people are their number 1 priority

—

Have a HA HA - Health and Happiness Advocate

—

Everyone works on the Alive processes

—

Innovation challenges

—

Red Herring award Asia (http://www.redherring.com/events/red-herring-asia/2014-red-herring-asia-top-100finalists/)

—

Look for people who break the mould, who keep asking questions and keep digging deeper

—

Empathetic

—

Keen to throw themselves in the deep end

—

Ability to understand the user and their world, it is important to be able to talk with authority about what the
user needs

—

Business design team are the advocate for the user, to ensure what is happening is what needs to happen

Why do we work there?
—

Sha-Mayne loves what they do, fundamentally changing how people work - "wow, that's really exciting, can
you guys really do that?" Great office, culture is everything, work with people who are excited to be there and
love what they do

—

Alex likes the intimate nature of the work. Coming from consulting background, you do all the upfront work
then it’s implemented horribly or not utilised by the client. He loves to be able to see something all the way
through, see the impact to the client

—

Leo likes the 'new company' culture, leading edge work, no one else is doing this work, used to working with
institutionalised firms, Shell and ATK

—

Size of company 3 to 33 people in three years, aggressive growth strategy, big push to grow the business
and expand geographically

Recruitment
—

http://alivemobile.com/careers/

Attendees
Kristy Allison – Senior Consultant
Larissa Anderson – Consultant
Kiara Olrich – Consultant
Nous took the participants through an interactive case session to better showcase the consulting environment
and the kind of cases Nous Group they work on

About
—

Kristy Allison, with Nous for about 10 years, predominantly focused on Executive and Talent development,
organisational capability, business transformation and change

—

Larissa Anderson, with Nous for 18 months with a focus on organisational capability

—

Kiara Olrich, with Nous 18 months, started as an intern and returned as a graduate concentrating on the
strategy and public policy practice

—

Largest privately owned Australian management consulting firm, founded in 1999, offices Australia-wide now

—

What makes them different? Their 'Reasons For Being'

—

The focus is always whether the engagement will lead to a positive influence, they want to do work that has
a positive impact to the clients and the community they serve

—

Nous Group make a conscious decisions on which clients to work with and stand true to this

—

Consciously recruit people to ensure broad range of diversity within the office, people from business,
engineers, chemists, politicians, diversity of views and opinions, all leads to more innovative and interesting
solutions

Case study
—

Role play by Nous team

—

Larissa acting as CEO

—

Kristy acting as HR Management

—

Kiara as industry expert and ex client

—

Attendees were divided into team and the Nous consultants presented the case. The student groups were
then given an opportunity to ask the consultants (acting as CEO, HR, industry expert and ex client) some
questions to assist in coming up with three recommendations as to how the business should move forward

—

The case and questioning was a great way to showcase how the work is undertaken and how hard it can be
to get the relevant data

—

No right or wrong answer, it is generally what is right for the client at the time

—

You don't always get the data or the answer that you need

—

A lot of consulting is working with what you have, figuring out how to get to where you want with what you
have

Nous Group work across:
—

Public policy, how do these policies affect society

—

Business strategy, private and public, set and define strategy

—

Organisational capability - people and process, culture development and change

—

Leadership and people development (executive and talent development) - helping people at all levels be
more effective to be able to deliver

—

Digital strategy and capability, how can organisations leverage this capability to best serve the business

Recruitment
—

Online application: http://www.nousgroup.com.au/careers/current-opportunities

—

Preliminary meeting with HR

—

Written take home case study

—

First round interview, skills focus

—

Psychometric assessment, understand how you operate, will you be successful in that type of work

—

Second round interview, culture focus - Fit With Nous interview, remember you interviewing them too

—

Final interview with Managing Director, Tim Orton (founder) - will ask challenging questions

—

Reference checks

—

Offer

—

Cara Morgan - cara.morgan@nousgroup.com.au

Q&A
What is involved in the skills interview?
—

Case study included and some behavioural questions HR talk will generally get an idea of where your
passions are or naturally aligned to so this round may be tailored to

Career trajectory?
—

MBA will normally enter at Consultant or Senior Consultant level dependant on background, even if you
might be on the edge, would rather be sure you are across the business and what the expectations are,
potentially at a slightly lower level to hone your consulting skills, flat structure, consultant, senior consultant,
partner

—

Self-managed, do a lot of your own support, no rigid timeframes as to how long you can sit at each level,
when you are ready you will be moved up the ladder

Interesting projects
—

Prepared business case proposal for NFP to get funding from government

—

Looking at University professional services, everything bar the schools and academics, how they can best
structure their professional services, cost savings, efficiencies, changes in higher education sector

—

NFP marketing team, new team who had led a restructure, what are the accountabilities, what is the
structure, cross over and confusion, organisation design

—

Large aged care provider, management restructure, helping one service line with a business transformation,
change the way the collect client information, how the clients interact with the business

—

Large global engineers innovation organisation, middle managers to assist in developing leadership
capability to they are more focused on driving revenue

Work in digital strategy?
—

Do complete work with Government on how can they improve their digital services? E.g. conducting public
forum to see what people actually want from the digital systems from government

Clients you wont work with?
—

Tobacco and gambling, absolutely not

—

Work with defence but lots of internal debate as to whether they should, however they are the biggest
employer in Australia so want to support FMCG sits on the line, typically interested in market share or getting
products out for cheaper, more about profit than helping the community

—

Consultant level is typically a generalist role, no necessary industry expertise, higher up it may become more
important to have that specialisation

—

Number of principals is quite high to ratio of consultants, so learning on the job Law background, economics,
business, sciences

Work life balance?
—

Can vary, depends on what is going on, general idea is not to work as many hours as the big four but
depends on the projects

—

Do try and make sure its balanced, strong on self a management so its up to you to speak up

—

There is a clear in expectation of 200 hours per month

—

Monthly survey to checks in with everyone, positive influence, stimulation,

Travel
—

Always varies, depending on the project, try as much as possible to allocate people to projects that are
based in home state

—

No day is the same

Pitches and tenders vs repeat tenders
—

Mix of both, try and build the relationships as value based and relationship driven firm

—

Very few companies they work with do not come back to them, but still have to go through tender process
due to procurement guidelines of client

—

60/40 work in public vs private

—

Used to be a huge focus in government so depends on what is happening in the industry

Attendees
Dave Gardiner – MD
Trevor Clancy – Director of Operations
Paul Millett – Director of NSW
Faith Entwisle – HR Manager
Lauren Glascott – Recruitment
Anubhav Madan, Consultant (AGSM Alumni 2011)
Sandip Pal, Consultant (ASGM Alumni 2012)
Mariana Wenzel, Consultant (AGSM Exchange Alumni)
Amit Vats, Consultant (AGSM Alumni 2013)

About
— Vision: to drive profitability and be seen as a leader in procurement and supply chain in this region
— If there is a tender in the market for a procurement partner, Portland are generally invited to the party
— Profitability and efficiency to justify external spend Productivity - a supply chain structured right will drive
profitability
— They recruit on alignment to values
— Promote and live the values
— Commitment / Integrity / Leadership / Teamwork / Personal Development Work/life a balance, senior
management actively manage and resource teams to ensure this balance is in place
— Portland Group growth aspirations - steady growth in the strategy space, being parented by Infosys
(acquired in 2012 by Infosys BPO) gives more capability around technology, ensures they land even bigger
and more complex projects Infosys.... Owned by BPO arm of Infosys, huge player and exciting to able to
offer services that work alongside what they are doing Able to use Infosys to leverage global growth
strategies
Why did they partner?
— Infosys BPO were typically playing in strategy and organisation, starting to get more involved in the strategic
procurement and supply chain. Partnering now means they can leverage the tools, capacities, advanced
systems
— Portland Group was founded by ex-Bain and ex-ATK consultants with a focus on eProcurement
Combination of strategy consulting rigour and analytics with real operational experience
— Client base - financial services, big resources, government (developing and reshaping what they are doing
and how they do it), FMCG, pharma, entertainment. Have an established foundation of top clients. They
have an offering that is attractive to a wide spectrum, not just the big players - now with a focus on managed
services
— Focused on achieving tangible results for their clients ... Target is a minimum ROI of 5x on their services,
conservative return, mostly 10x, 20x the fee
— Portland are growing! 7 offices across Australia, NZ, Singapore and India
— Managed services is part of the business model, they have a dedicated team that are able to manage that
capability Built the model around two categories of spend - advisory through to wholly managed to project
— Portland consulting service

— Capital projects

— Data gathering and analysis

— Procurement strategies

— Solution designed

— Supply chain and Asset efficiency

— Deliver change

— Network design

— Managed services - Manage and improve

— Implementation support

— Procurement efficiency

— Sales and operation planning

— Strategic sourcing, category management

— Inventory optimisation

— Demand management

— Cost to serve

— Supplier relationship manage

— Supply chain strategy

— Procurement operations

— Transport and route optimisation

— Procure to pay

Do you do procurement for product only or do you procure services?
—

This is a growth area in the last few years and a trickier one to coordinate

—

Working in technical services space, construction, mining, often an area procurement isn't allowed to play
with, built practice leads in this area, so have expertise in this area

—

Helpful to be able to talk the language of the clients buying these services

Clients
—

Westpac / Commbank / QBE / BP / Chevron / BHP / Railcorp / NBN Co (established procurement strategy
from scratch) / Ausgrid / Pacific Brand / Lion Co / Mitre 10 / Woolworths

—

Mature supply chain processes, have to offer significant value so that it is an attractive spend

Trevor Clancy - Director of Operations
—

Experience in support functions, marketing, finance, IT, HR Been with Portland for 12 years, started as
employee number 6 in a BA role

—

Trevor has pretty much sourced everything for everyone over his 12 years with Portland

—

People are their biggest assets - Portland has grown to the size they are because of their people

—

Leadership focus from CEO level down to BA - all levels involved across all client engagement

—

Very hands on, no corner suites, no ivory towers

—

Strong focus on career planning and development, exposure to all levels of management, implemented from
day one

—

Clear lines on expectations, assigned a mentor that has extensive experience in the business when you join

—

Sit in client sites quite a lot so mentor guidance is important, check in on engagements

—

Round table sessions, everyone's performance is reviewed every 6 months, skills reviewed, areas for
development, it's managed and championed, taken very seriously

—

Promotions all based on skills, promote on merit Performance based compensation

—

Commitment from them that they will give you the opportunity to grow Intent, through Infosys, to develop a
stronger footprint in Europe in the procurement space

—

People that join Portland are generally like minded, enjoy each other's companies

What do they look for?
—

Smart is a given

—

Personable

—

Strong cultural fit

—

Team player

—

Strong communication skills

—

Mindful that you don't know it all and a willingness to learn

—

Problem solvers who like to over deliver

—

Work/life balance is valued but it is a consulting environment, so be realistic, there will be times when you
are required to put in the long hours, but its isnt expected all the time and is monitored

Recruitment
—

Review and application and screen, phone screening by HR

—

Analytical testing, assessment of technically ability, test data analysis skills, debrief after to explain thinking
and logic, conducted in excel

—

Quantitative and qualitative assessment

—

Psychological profile - predictive index, profile of how you work best, the environment you thrive in, how you
would survive in the environment

—

Case study - senior member of the firm, take you through some situations, some behavioural questioning,
critical thinking and how you think on your feet, no right or wrong answer, it's about how you approach the
problem Final interview, another case interview, facilitated by director Offer made

—

Process gives you exposure to a good cross section of the team at Portland, gives you a good view as to
whether you would be a good fit

—

Very collaborative environment, can be challenging - work hard/play hard Induction process, buddy people
for the first few months to assist with settling in Three day induction process, who they are, how they work,
some brain training and case studies to get you into it

—

They don't have cut off dates, please submit an application when you are close to finishing or have
completed the MBA Resume and cover letter addressing who you are and why Portland is of interest to you
All Australian offices are open to talent, please indicate which office you would be interested in or whether
you would be interested in relocating Must hold PR visa

—

recruitment@portland.com Address to: Lauren Glascott

Attendees
Caitlin Francis – Partner, Strategy
Abhi Datta – Consultant, AGSM alumni 2014
Ivan Burrell – Head of Talent Acquisition
Jamie Hampton – Recruitment

About
—

EY did originally start as an accounting firm and has grown substantially as a professional services firm

—

EY client choice awards winner 2014" BRW

—

The EY culture very empowering, dynamic and very client focused

—

May not be the 'slick-suiters' but the clients trust them

—

Caitlin has moved from another professional services firm recently, has found the collaborative environment
is truly the way they work whereas previous firm HAD the values in place but didn't live by them
"The success of Ernst & Ernst depen ds wholly upon the character,
ability and industry of the men and women who make up the
organisation.” -operating philosophy of founding members, 1920

—

EY people and those who demonstrate integrity, respect and teaming

—

People with energy, enthusiasm and courage to lead

—

People who build relations based on doing the right thing

—

EY is truly a globally company, equity partnership but feels like a corporate

—

Two headquarters - London and New York

—

Strengthen global. Empower local

Vision 2020: building a better working world
—

This vision resonates with their people and their clients as it is how they themselves want to work

—

The last few years have been economically challenging, with all the big firms trying to see how they can
compete, global environment at EY means overheads are reduced but ambition still strong due to vision
2020

—

Empowered and autonomous to go out and 'do stuff'

Mark Weinberger, Global CEO
—

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CO41Gxc2IwM

—

Inspired by being around people that are happy and positive, energetic and confident and proud of what they
do

—

It is attractive being around that energy

—

Globally there is focus on the same things and helping each other out

—

Mark's background - worked in government with Bill Clinton and treasury with George Bush

—

All his greatest accomplishments were other peoples successes too

—

Believes in inspiring people to do their best, every member of team has to rise to the occasion

—

152000 people around the world, people culture truly differentiates from the others, spirit of partnership sets
them a part Keep people engaged and focused on the market

EY advisory
—

Firmed in 2005" head count at 1300

—

Mobilise people quickly and allocate them to projects in the right place, right time

—

Operate globally in the integrated firm, with one methodology

—

Commitment to personal growth and investing in you as people

Sectors
—

Insurance

—

Assets management

—

Power and utilities

—

Banking and capital market

—

Project: EY engaged to scope out second Sydney airport, huge opportunity, speaks to being the number
one in the market, huge team for advisory perspective, transport

—

Project snapshot - Finance Health Sector

—

Challenge: General financial and quality challenge

—

Often the clients will have a pretty good idea of what the issue is but might not have the analytics to get to
the problem

—

"Where can we find the value, how can we help you change?"

—

Important that you are making sure management and clinicians understand the WHY

—

Improving way they work with doctors, improving outcomes, improving systems and processes

—

Getting best value

Abhi Datta, FTMBA AGSM Alumni 2014
—

Had no experience in management consulting prior to MBA

—

Typical day at EY? Most consultants will all say you catch a flight, you go to the client, you do some work but
every day brings new things which keeps the excitement for what's next?

—

Working on Western Sydney airport, humbled by being involved, huge project

—

Has noticed the collaboration, helping each other, not as competitive as other firms, mobilising for Sydney
airport had a team out there in a couple of weeks

—

The EY brand recognition, an honour to carry the huge weight of the brand

—

The growth is massive, the vision 2020 is being driven across all sectors of the organisation

—

Steep learning curve

—

Work life balance, people very respectful of what you have outside of work, know you are much more
effective when your life outside of work is happy

Who they look for
—

Always seeking talent professionals

—

Looking for high achievers, academically and at work

—

Lateral thinking, problem solving

—

Demonstrated application of logic based thinking

—

Diversity in backgrounds, skills, interests, gender balance

—

Have a conversation first so you can be added to the talent database

—

Generally on boarded on a role by role basis, realistically don't have the right role for you right away, things
come up all the time, some people have been speaking EY about joining for 3 years

Recruitment
—

Submit applications on open careers page: http://www.ey.com/AU/en/Careers

—

Search for experienced jobs and apply online

—

Alternative please send your resume to Ivan Burrell - ivan.burrell@au.ey.com

—

EY are expecting huge growth in the future, enterprise intelligence practice launched, business intelligence
affectively, tech background with strategy skills, finance transformation

—

Important to highlight your experience working on corporates, government, finance

—

Where have you managed change?

—

How can you help us with consulting?

—

Ability to develop level of expertise if you are new to consulting

—

Open roles right now on website, plans for new year around hiring

—

Keen to start the conversation over time, work towards 2020 vision

Q&A
IT advisory?
—

NSW transport system implementers working in partnership with SAP, more focus on the organisational
change piece

—

Review for state health department, looking at system functionality and architecture, analytic capabilities,
user ability, accessibility - make it a real system for them to use Massive opportunity around health data,
currently misunderstood, enables EY to do the more strategic and influential jobs

Supportive of people taking initiative?
—

E.g Caitlin, gardening leave for 6 months prior to joining, caught up with one technologists in Australia and
one internationally, big data days happening elsewhere and how can we get involved, got the conversations,
building the relationship - "We are just interested in this stuff, not trying to sell anything"

—

Chance to work with some really smart people, senior policy level, how do we use this data going forward?

—

By educating themselves, client was really impressed by enthusiasm and initiative

—

Entrepreneurial and empowering, enjoys consulting because you are working on different projects and ideas

Skills and industry background prior to joining? Do you need change management skills prior?
—

Depends on background, if you have strong industry background, you can get training, and vice versa,
consulting a background vs industry

—

Working through change management in lots of parts of the business

—

Consulting skills course you can go on when you join

—

More junior level there is consideration around consulting skills and industry skills

Attendees
Tim Jackson – Chairman, ANZSEA
Peter Hammond – Principal, AGSM Alumni 2004
Rony Azzi – Senior Associate
Maxim Sharshun – Senior Associate, AGSM Alum 2012
Abhishek Ramanathan – Senior Associate, AGSM Alum 2012
Nicolas Mialaret – Associate, AGSM Alum 2010
Matthew Rose – Associate
Richard Thomas – Associate
Vivian Pang – Associate
Jane Hahn – Recruitment

About
— Biggest MBA recruiter in Australian space
—

Tim Jackson - operation practice, restricting projects, construction, mining, energy chemical and utilities
practice. Joined in 1989, currently lead region in APAC. Stanford MBA

—

Rony Azzi - engineered products and services

—

Maxim Sharshun - energy chemical utilities and financial services

—

Abhishek Ramanathan - communications, media tech financial services, utilities sector

—

Nicolas Mialaret - communication media and technology project, go to market strategies

—

Matthew Rose - transport reform projects, government in NSW strategic agenda for infrastructure projects

—

Richard Thomas - highlight: assisting large mining company in the US with growth and projects strategy

—

Vivian Pang - engineering products and services space, cost reduction, transformation, portfolio investment
Jess Nicholls, Learning & Development

—

Merger with PwC - push/pull

—

Push - certain scale to be all things to all people. Enables a presence across 56 countries, industry groups,
can get quite hard to compete, what size do you need to be a truly global player?

—

Constantly grappling for that scale

—

Got close to integration with ATK, how do we scale?

—

Tightly held partnership, proud of hundred year history PwC, how do we build something that is truly unique,
how do we become the front end?

—

Huge cultural changes, huge integration issues, PwC deep capabilities in terms of implementation. PwC has
over 500 partners in Australia, if you want to speak to any one, PwC have access to those top players

—

Practical strategists - continued to do this through the integration. Strategy front end of the PwC offering, will
still operate as a separate entity within the PwC network. Most collaborative and aligned with how they
wanted to go forward

Who are they?
—

Primarily work at CEO level, assisting with key strategies around growth, organisational change, post-merger
integration, acquisitions

What do they believe?
—

The crack the uncracked problems, typically quite unstructured issues, you have to work from first principles
as to where do you go?

What makes them unique?
—

Their people!

—

No arrogance within the firm

—

No arseholes policy

—

People genuinely like each other, no sharp elbows, not into hiring people who want to win at any cost

—

CEOs provided with comfort and speed in the answer - ensures they are happy that have made the right
choice in engaging Strategy&

Engagements
—

Driven strategy transformation at a leading global pharma. Sold for almost $20b - more than 20 times
EBITDA

—

Supported the multiyear digital transformation of a major publisher. Company sold for more than $2b

—

Helped structure several major deals for a global consumer packaged goods company. Delivered $1.6b in
synergies

—

Delivered fit for growth program at a leading national health plan, hundreds of millions in savings and helped
modernised the health care system in NSW

—

Working on pricing planning piece for Melbourne University to react to changes in legislation around
government funding

—

Large middle eastern airline, trying to build loyalty program for the future, what that would actually look like?
Helped design business plan for the project, showed how global the firm is

—

Strategy& team members from Beirut, Dubai, Mumbai. Amsterdam, Stuttgart were engaged to work as one
team NSW public transport challenge, help the government to understand what the strategic agenda is, how
does it align with the needs of the community? What is the impact? Light rail infrastructure program, how do
you maximise the expenditure, piece done on the new ferries to be rolled out, what's the need in the
transport sector we are tying to serve? What is the fleet strategy? Right though to business case as to how it
will work

—

Gas company in Jakarta, mid stream company wanted to move up and down stream to capture capabilities,
what is the optimal operating model? What are the financial implications? How do we actually implement
this?

—

Post-merger integration in financial services, working directly with CEO and senior executives, how do we
bring these guys together? How do we preserve the value of the transaction? Set up rules of engagements
to make sure traders are to playing each other off, where are the big areas of opportunity? How do we
leverage the strength of each firm?

—

An MBA level joiner would enter the generalist stream for the first three years or so, be engaged across a
range of programs, you will typically specialise in your areas as you get further up the chain, then broaden
out at partner level to build business across sectors

—

Market too small to be pigeonholed into one sector so will work on a diverse range of sectors

Consulting engagement lifestyle
—

Deep insight - framed the problem and develop hypothesis

—

Practical strategy - set strategic agenda

—

Bespoke capabilities - agree and blueprint what is needed

—

Rapid results, lasting impact

—

The problems you will be working on will be on the CEOs agenda

—

Team that has truly collaborative approach

—

It is an organisation that they are very proud of, with a rich 100 year history and a strong alumni connection

Recruitment
—

Any candidates wishing to apply to either Strategy& or PwC Strategy should do so through the Strategy&
recruitment process. Any candidates wishing to apply within PwC's broader consulting business, please visit
the website for career opportunities

—

http://www.strategyand.pwc.com/anzsea/home/join-us

—

Applications close 5pm, 24 September

—

First round, 3 October - case interviews, behavioural interviews with managers

—

Final round, 10 October - case interviews at partner level

—

Jane Hahn - jane.hahn@contractors.strategyand.pwc.com

—

Ph: 61 3 9221 1912

Attendees
Wendy Bechara – University Staff and Consultant, A&NZ

—

Presenting on recruitment for the Microsoft MACH (Microsoft Academic College Hires) program Accelerated
career development program designed to recruit and hire high-performing graduates Broad range of roles
available through program

—

18-24 month (depending on start date and region)

—

MACH MBA program focused on roles in Singapore, Thailand, NZ, China

—

Microsoft services

—

Working with large corporations to assist in their efficiencies Microsoft is about looking into the future, big
picture aspect Collaboration on a global level

—

Microsoft Billion Dollar Club

—

-

Windows

-

Office

-

Xbox

-

Microsoft CRM

-

Sharepoint

-

Windows server

Participant value proposition:
-

Microsoft Australia initiatives

-

Fostering local innovation

-

Microsoft as a trusted advisor

-

Government partnerships and social responsibility Addressing the nations priorities Enabling 1.3
million people to realise their full potential

—

Consistently voted best place to work

—

No fixed place in the office, no set desk, ability to work from home. Flexible work hours to make sure you
perform at your best. Diverse backgrounds

—

Key elements of culture: challenges & teamwork

—

Working their best to get the best outcome. Casual workforce, easy going and social workforce. No real
hierarchy. Committed to promoting a healthier online eco system, reducing footprint

How to apply?
—

Submit application (resume and cover letter) for MACH Program to Uni-apac@microsoft.com by 24th
September 2014

—

Available for both full time and part time students

—

Ensure you mention in your submission that you were alerted to the opportunity through AGSM

—

Wendy Bechara - a-webech@microsoft.com

Attendees
Simon Ascroft – Head of Strategy & Corporate Affairs, Commercial Insurance
Charlene Goh – Principal Advisor, Commercial Insurance Strategy
Shaminder Singh – AGSM FT2014 graduate - interned with Suncorp during
his full time program
Gilbert Ponlot – AGSM FT2014 graduate - interned with Suncorp during his
full time program

About
—

Suncorp is behind some of Australia's most well known brands About 14 brands across general, bank and
life insurance

—

Top ASX listed company with $18.5b market capitalisation

—

Domestically focused business, banking and life insurance, exposure to NZ Not globally focused, purely
Australian market

—

9 million customers, population 22m

—

$95b in group assets

—

Business model: One company, many brands One of the largest advertisers in Australia Company nearly
100 years old, lot of M&A activity and now simplified to Suncorp in 2002

Patrick snowball, group CEO
—

Took over when the business wasn't travelling very well and has effectively transformed and simplified the
business - now trading over $14.5 share prices, significant transformation in the business

—

Operational transformations, eliminating duplications, simplifying legacy systems, 'cleaned up the back yard'

—

Now the business has been 'cleaned up', Suncorp is now moving from simplifying to differentiating,
leveraging scale, implementing efficiencies

—

Capitalise on market share and growth, capitalise on new opportunities as they arise

—

Customer centric, core focus - recognition by financial services that the customer really is king, with the
development of digital strategies, customers all have access to information rapidly so have the ability to have
a large say as to what they want and when they want it

—

Strategic assets: capital, customer, cost, culture

—

One of Largest reinsurance programs in the world

—

Focused on innovation and continuous improvement, Suncorp staff being trained in lean processes to
expediate efficiencies

—

Suncorp consists of 5 different businesses:
-

Commercial insurance

-

Personal insurance

-

Vero NZ (NZ arm of business)

-

Life insurance

-

Banking (dominant in Queensland)

—

Commercial insurance, $2.8b in premiums, grown 7% PA Starting to get more and more competitive in the
market

—

Distribution through multichannel distribution model, through direct, agents, brokers and authorised
representatives, comes back to how the customer would like to be engaged, different channels and brands

—

Strategy moving forward is to be Australia's leading commercial insurer, currently number three in the market

—

Differentiators: flexible channel choice Strength through diversity Expertise in underwriting Scale in claims

—

Looking to grow 6-7% per annum! commercial insurance tends to go through a cycle! depends on who is
playing in the market! how they are playing! what you need to do to get the competitive advantage

—

Partners in India, China, Philippines

—

Partnered with these companies to drive processes that are able to be completed offshore, not just about
cost, more about efficiency

—

60% costs go to claims

—

A lot of the profit is invested

—

Four key elements to running a successful insurance company:
-

Risk selections, get the right customers on the books

-

Pricing, charge the right premiums for the risk

-

Claims experience, PAY the claims

-

Distribution, distribute the products in the right way

—

The more data the better analytics to the risk, ensures thorough investigation for the underwriters and
actuaries

—

Commercial Insurance structure, Anthony Day, CEO Suncorp Commercial Insurance. Sit within the finance
and advice stream Strategy team has both strategic and operational focus. Act as the go-to advisor for the
CEO and the CI business

—

Long term positioning of the business

—

Leading and advising

—

Solving complex problems

—

Innovating

—

Mergers and acquisitions

—

Works with the business functions, commercial, statutory, distribution and other parts of Suncorp portfolio
Strategy optimisation teams work across other sectors of the business, sits below the strategy team

—

Always looking at new ideas, how do we grow in a competitive market?

—

Have a hunger for innovative and new ways to grow, really seek to be an advisor to the business

Charlene Goh - Day in the life
—

Internal strategy team. No day is the same - start the day with emails and articles, see what is going on in
the market, expected to help the business be externally focused, what's happening with competitors? Are
there legislation changes?

—

Start the meetings, sit with business leaders and senior managers across the business to assist with
strategic direction and needs, will tailor support to respective parts of business. Important to have oversight
in what is happening across the different product lines and distribution channels, important to make sure
these things are coordinated and aligned to the strategic focus of the business as a whole. Do a lot of work
with the board, prep work - analytically, progress, change of strategy, change of direction. Face time with
CEO, plan the future, run the offsides withheld leadership teams. Are there any decisions that need to be
made as a group?

—

Work closely with internal comms team, great to have a good strategy but important to be able to
communication the directives throughout the business, everyone talking from the same angle. Ensures
everyone understands what the CI strategy is and how they play a part in moving forward

AGSM Suncorp Internship Program (available to FT2015 only)
—

Their objective is to give full time students that don't have a lot of strategy experience or come from a
financial services background, a chance to see what it is actually like to work in this environment.
Particularly suitable for international students who need the be able to speak to Australian work experience

Types of projects:
—

Market growth strategies

—

Distribution opportunities and strategies

—

Portfolio review Market research and analysis

—

Operational development and assessment

—

Interns are divided into teams, given the strategic questions and left to go and investigate. Suncorp provides
guidance and direction on the answer but it is expected that the interns will drive the project, analysis and
outcomes

What did they get from it?
—

Australian professional services experience, well known Australian brand. Strategy tools and frameworks,
see them put into practice. Research and analysis techniques. Development of interview and presentation
skills

—

Some of the ideas that were presented by last years' interns have now been embedded into the business.
Some interns worked more adhoc, involved in several different things, assist the team with day to day
initiatives

Shaminder's experience (interned for 6 months):
—

Internship will give you a platform to use the frameworks and strategies learnt in session 2, with supportive
feedback, part of the bigger picture, ideas are welcomed and can be successfully embedded into the
business

—

Worked on around 30 strategic initiatives throughout his time there

—

Suncorp brand name will give your resume some credibility

—

Shaminder found there was a lot of interest when interviewing for full time roles - "you worked in Suncorp?
Discussed my experiences there for over an hour and ended the conversation with a job offer"

—

You will have access to great advice, Charlene was so helpful, every Tuesday would meet around job search
strategy

Gilbert's experience (interned for 4 months):
—

He is now going through the interview process and is getting a lot of questions around what the work he has
done with Suncorp, has noticed that the experience has been helpful in progressing his interviews

—

Provided with guidance on how to use the frameworks, has changed his view on consulting industry

—

Gilbert had no insurance experience prior to joining and has learnt a lot, very challenging but has learned a
lot from the opportunity

—

Ample amount of networking opportunities

—

Enjoyed the analytics and finding the right insights, was rewarding to see that your recommendations were
valued

—

Full day a week, attend Suncorp office, every week you are required to prepare something and plan for the
next week

—

Around 20 hours per week, they are able to be flexible around your study schedule

—

Team selection - The Suncorp team will look at the submissions received and what the skill set is and design
the projects around that, do not have predetermined work set up, looking to see how they can play to
everyone's strengths

—

Great to see the diversity of thought due to differing backgrounds, non insurance backgrounds have brought
fresh thinking to the business

—

Greatest challenge is to see how to take the ideas forward

—

FT2015 - If you have not submitted a resume for consideration and would to, please send
to r.guest@agsm.edu.au as soon as possible

—

http://www.suncorp.com.au/corporate/careers

Attendees
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About
—

Jonathan has been working in Private Equity for about 13 years

—

Founded Liverpool Partners two years ago

—

Previously working with Arowana Capital, with a focus on the middle market $5m-150m enterprise value

What is Private Equity?
—

Lose term, venture capital and private equity has been used interchangeably for quite a few years in
Australia

—

Private Equity, as a financial term, has really only in use since 60/70's

—

Now quite succinct, VC market now markedly different, at the early stage of the deal

—

Private equity comes in more towards the buyout phase. So these terms are predominantly used by finance
professionals to note early and late stage of the deal

—

Some sample differences between VC and PE Investment horizon - VC has longer investment horizon, more
PE funds have learnt post GFC, usually exit around the 7-10 year mark. VC a little like Russian roulette, you
have 10-20 businesses and you are counting one to be a super star, one stellar performer can make your
money back but most will go bust

What are we seeing in the market?
—

Sitting in the new partnership model space post GFC In his prior work place, raised funds in 2007 during
glory days, then went shopping. Sat on the money, didn't find any investments that were suitable, investors
weren't happy. Six months later, market crashes and they we're left looking like a super star

—

Investments are defined by a certain period of time, given set periods to invest and you have to invest during
that time GFC meant lots of PE funds were over gearing and ultimately blowing up their investments. Now
most firms will has agreements with some investors, have the ability to sit on the funds a little, now
encourage visibility to what investments they are looking at and acting as a fund - "talk about what we like,
what we don't like"

—

Will show investors the deal company and involve them throughout the process. Looking at healthcare deal
at the moment, commenced due diligence themselves in first round, structure deal. Once preliminary due
diligence complete, sit down with investors and get feedback around investment - challenge of the current
landscape

PE firm structure
—

Most firms are quite lean, largest firm in Australia only around 30 people, generally a flat structure

—

Investment landscape in Australia

—

Small business landscape

—

Baby boomers generation

—

Lack of succession planning

—

The "enjoy life and retire" phenomenon in Australia, better life styles options

—

Smaller the deal, the more work required Originate own investment opportunities and build long term
business relationships, don't generally work through a broker or investment house as you don't get to build
the relationship directly with the owner, which is a core part of the business

—

One person in the team who originates ideas, no more sophisticated than cold calling a company that you
like If you can get passed the first 60 seconds, you are likely to get a coffee meeting. Hard work finding a
business that they like, then convincing owner to meet with them - 'Catch tailwinds'

—

Only so much a good manager can do when a business is well and truly behind the 8 ball. Focus on sectors
that they believe in the tailwinds will be there over the next ten years. Middle market, your direct actions are
that much more tangible in a small business, hands on the steering wheel. Thorough due diligence up front,
make good deals otherwise you end up facing headwinds for the next 7 year.s Activist investors in growth
opportunities

—

PE is in the business of taking risks, investors park their risk capital with them make a call on the risk, not
their life savings. View on investment, a particular point in time. You can't be too formulaic in your approach,
you have to be creative. Have good macro theme, good management team, you have to buy well

High conviction
—

Liverpool Partners are ethical investors, don't invest in certain industries. Rigorous due diligence, the
beginning is the most important part of the work. Business builders. People believers, successful business is
about successful business people, it's the wildcard, it's the mojo behind the success, you need to get
comfortable with the people you are working with

—

Buy at low valuations ration

—

Overlay conservation gearing, little bit of debt is good, but not too much. Seek to maximise exit valuation
multiples. Again changing in today's landscape

—

Exit strategy generally part of the due diligence, you need to work towards how you are eventually going to
flip the business when you buy it

Capital preservation
—

Adopt aircraft mentality, you don't want your aircraft to go down Idea generation then idea qualification debate the attractiveness of the deal, investing is quite a personal thing, need to remove personality. Most
rounded investment professionals can do cradle to the grave. Once you develop your own style and smarts
in the area, you are able to lead deal

—

PE is as close as possible to running your own business without actually owning one

If you are interested in seeing a full copy of the presentation, please contact Rachel
Guest r.guest@agsm.edu.au.
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About
—

Sam leads the Consumer Packaged Goods & Entertainment team at Google where he and his team work
alongside some of the world’s leading brands on their digital marketing journeys. Prior to joining Google in
2010 he was with Nestle Australia for almost 7 years, and prior to that, with Ernst & Young Consulting in
Australia and the US for almost 7 years. Dealing with change has been a constant in his career. From
dealing with industry de-regulation and economic downturns at EY, the acquisition and development of new
businesses to drive more Nutrition & Wellness credentials at Nestle, to now helping companies manage the
shift to more digital connections with their consumers… His lesson learnt from all of it, better to ask ‘what’s
next?’ before you find yourself asking ‘what just happened?' Sam has a Business degree from UTS and an
MBA from the AGSM and the Kellogg Graduate School of Management.

The Google business
— From their mission to day to day activities, Google is a very different business. The way they approach their
clients and their approach to problem solving, it all works in a very unique way. The most diverse business
Sam has ever been associated with
— Google started as a search engine and is now a 16 year old business with revenue of $60b
— Products:
-

Chrome

-

YouTube - was an acquisition made a while ago before there was an actual business model in place

-

Gmail Android (an idea that came from nowhere and now is a global leader)

-

Chrome books

-

Google+

-

Google maps

-

Google drive

-

Google play (enables user to download content and entertainment off android platform) Google glass

— Traditionally, Google comes from a background where the user has not paid, it has always been an
advertiser driven model
— Now starting to see that switch and the business is evolving to look at subscriptions businesses
— Sam focuses on helping his clients get the most out of the web. Win in the moments that matter. Helping
people along the path to purchase and connecting with the relevant information to make the right decisions.
Enable better decisions with Google tools and the data they have access to. Constantly innovative
— Customer sales team, work with top 150 advertisers in Australia Enterprise team, look at how you connect
the back end to consumers. Partnerships team, monetise the publishers. Very different and broad parts of
the Google world. Always a role for candidates with strong business acumen and better decision making at
Google
— Google does not achieve year-on-year 20% growth without thinking big!
— The Google culture (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bJBeCI0e3U)
— Caroline (Government & Utilities) - joining Google been an absolute whirlwind. You get used to being
uncomfortably comfortable, make sure you are constantly driving. Asked all the time, is Google really that
awesome? Yes. Yes it is.
— Yes, they do have sleeping pods and fully stocked kitchens but the people that are at Google actually live
and breath what they do there. Everyone given '10% projects' to work to on, given the freedom to work on
passion projects, whatever they may be, Caroline has a focus in NFP
— The more YOU you are the better you do, they want you to bring your passion and the knowledge of how far
you can push things. Any random idea is given attention. For example, when the Sydney Monorail was
closing down, someone thought it would be cool to see if they could get one of the cars for a meeting
room. http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/google-installs-monorail-carriages-in-its-office-20131009-2v7fl.html
— There is an idea generation platform call 'Misc' that everyone is encouraged to use, no idea is too farfetched!

— The ideal candidate shows a healthy disregard
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uaquGZKx_0

for

the

impossible,

moonshot

thinking

-

— Yes we sit on youtube all day and it's classified as research, need to push the bar far further, how do you get
the Australian government to activate and talk to teenagers, how do you get them to push that one step
further Google are fundamentally trying to change how people conduct their business
What is Googleyness?
—

Craziness, innovation, creative, inspired

—

Every single person at Google is measured on their Googleyness

—

You have you have a little quirk to you, your personality is your strength

—

Live the 'don't be evil' motto both internally and externally

—

Whilst Google is about being fun, it can also be quite tough, you are expected to take failure on the chin and
move on

—

Larry and Sergei actually speak with the Google teams every week

—

Your voice is heard globally, they provide a 100% transparency as to what is going on

—

Global collaboration amongst teams on a weekly basis, the more that is shared, the better the outcomes

—

MBAs are highly valued by Google, across all parts of the business

—

Important to highlight that you have strategic thinking, an analytical mindset, strong Business acumen

—

Google is in a constant flux and your ability to work through the change and be adaptable needs to be
highlighted

—

Really take the time to read through the job description, the vagueness is deliberate so gives you the room to
be flexible and show what you can bring to the table

—

Be very strategic about your applications - applying for 10 different roles with a scattergun approach won't do
you any favours or show you are genuine

—

The recruitment team look at EVERY application. If they like you, you get a phone call then will be moved
through to interview rounds, you will certainly be tested through these rounds

—

Behaviour based and hypothetical questions, it is not just about the answer you give, it's more important to
demonstrate your way of thinking

—

Interview rounds are extensive to ensure that you are a right fit for Google

—

How can you stand out? Show that you have done your research and demonstrate your passion and
excitement for the opportunity to interview with them. Not hunting a brand name for your resume

Q&A
What does the future look like for Google and how you do keep the culture going day to day?
— They always try to be ahead of the curve, a lot of the products were started from scratch, they are not shy of
building products that can build better jobs, fundamentally believe they can do a better job, do we think this
will benefit the user. Where do we think we can deliver a better user experience?
— Currently wanting to take the friction out of mobile, still a bit clumsy, looking to become much more predictive
and useful. Wearable technology Google people are not scared to fail, they actually have an award to help
celebrate failure If you aren't failing you aren't thinking big enough. Partner with clients, consistently talking to
them, how do you get 150 year business to fundamentally change their structure, can we get them to look at
their processes, culture?
— Important that their people have the personal view of wanting to drive and constantly strive
First week at Google?
— Join with cohort, meet all the team over the week, training sessions, full orientation once a month
— Transparency of information, you need you guide yourself
— Mentors in place to guide you in the right way but are not there to hold your hand
— Can be times when you will sit there and think 'am I smart enough for this position,' very normal throughout
Google Took 6-12 months to really figure out how to do the best job you can, very fast moving business
— You get hired because you are smart, they trust you to use your judgement to make decisions. If you fail, its
ok, this is how you learn deal with it quickly and move on

Biggest challenge for Google? How do you stay on a hyper growth trajectory?
—

Acquisitions and development of products

—

From a consumer standpoint - how does the internet help people without being too intrusive

—

Google very conscious of new legislation and coming through constantly, ensuring they stay on the right side
of that

How do you sell Google when everyone knows Google?
—

There is a fine balance between maintaining a steady revenue trajectory and how to make users
continuously use you

—

Yes, there are sales targets like any job, challenge is in how to get advertisers to spend more money on
YouTube than on TV

—

No one embraces risk quite as much as Google does, traditional companies look to traditional measures

—

How do you handle ourself internally and externally also measured

—

Can't be seen to being shown a preference or to be manipulative

—

Very fine balance, always about the user

Biggest competitors?
—

For Sam's team the biggest competition is TV

—

The two people Google worry the most about are the two people who are about to start a business in a
garage somewhere

—

Who is going to come up with a better idea?

—

This is why the keep pushing the boundaries

—

There is inherent trust in terms of information you have access to and you are often working on competing
clients, Google is never out to make a short term buck

—

Security is very key, you aren’t able to just access peoples accounts

What can candidates do to shine?
—

Be prepared and excited!

—

They are looking to hire you as a future leader at Google, think about their products, what would you be
doing, not just route answers to the basic behavioural questions, they need to see your thinking

—

There can be frustrations around the length of recruitment as it is very collaborative

—

They will never just hire the best person that day, they hire the right person regardless of how long it takes
Sam's team hired 4 people this year and began the process in January, he has his final starter out of this
group beginning at the end of October

—

The process is to ensure they are getting the right fit

—

Sam utilises his consulting background in his sales role, a much more consultative approach as you aren't
selling the same product every day

—

Bring your sense of team, you will never see a project from start to end, you will work across a large team of
people

Recruitment
— http://www.google.com/about/careers/
— You need to apply for a specific role
— Wait until you are closer to graduation

Attendees
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About
—

Optus is more than just a phone company

—

There are Optus campuses nationally, with the head office in Sydney. Focused on promoting diversity,
harmony and a friendly place to work

—

Acquired by Singtel in 2001 as part of longer term strategic partnership modle. Striving to become major
player in APAC region

—

Mission: break barriers, build bonds

—

Huge transformation in the organisation, implementing strategies to become one of Australia's most loved
brands. Strengthen core business, thrive in data centric world. Build new digital businesses to help
differentiate and build new core platforms

—

Yes project - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXkMv7O3xg8

—

The direction of the business has changed, now looking at bringing on the 'YES' people: Creative,
innovative, not scared to have the bold ideas. Championing people who want to push the boundaries, happy
to change. The organisation has pledged to bring the 'YES' back into everything they do!

—

YES! to new opportunities

—

Yes they are a mobile phone company but there is more to Optus

Innovation moving forward
—

Shark detection systems in partnership with Google: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wv5b4jwABiw

—

Clever Bouy - detect sharks and alerts the life savers on the beach, development of this can provide a viable
security system. Diversifying their service offerings and dedicated to helping the community

Hideaki Takusagawa
—

Former Booz consultant, spent the last six years working in strategy - MBA from Insead

—

Strategy team is a centralised team of about 18 ex-consultants and ex-investments bankers, most with
MBAs

—

What do they do? Drive the strategic agenda of the business

—

Three teams; Competitive Strategy, Business Strategy and Corporate Development

—

Competitive - indepth competitive analysis, strategic projects that are really specific, pricing, product, etc

—

Business - internal consulting arm of the strategy team, very project based, what is the network strategy for
next five years, channel strategy projects

—

Corporate - large scale transformation projects, M&A

—

How they work? The team works very closely across all levels; the key decision makers, C-Suite, Optus is
quite a flat organisation, no corporate strategy and ivory towerism

—

Work very collaboratively

—

Strategy is a really dynamic team, very project based, a lot of cross-staffing

—

Any project will generally call upon all teams, so makes sure that everyone gets a broad range of experience

—

Quite a few coming from MBA background, will generally join at manager/senior manager level, with the
expectation that you will be driving the strategy

—

Completing complex but rewarding pieces of work

—

What gets him up each day? Very intellectually challenging, you are never working on the same thing twice;
the future structure of the business, pricing strategy for next five years etc

—

Great exposure across the business with visibility as to what is going on across the business but also
externally in the marketplace, macro view

—

A lot of influence in the strategic direction of Optus

—

Energetic young team, very social, work hard/play hard

Consultant vs industry
—

Why he moved from consulting? Now has the ability to see his strategy implemented

—

Strategy function within an industry organisation gives you the power to do all the ideation, creation, analysis
etc, then you get to see the results

—

Work life balance is more attractive, role doesn't really have any travelling as a core part of the job

—

There are opportunities to travel if you are interested but it is a lot more balanced than management
consulting

Reflection on big projects
—

Kevin Russell, former CEO - asked the question "from where will we be banking money in five years' time?"

—

Project was an attempt to answer this question, every organisation has a financial forecast, but when they
start to actually model, you get some key insights into what is driving the sector

—

Series of processes, war gaming sessions, what would competitive war gaming scenarios look like in the
future, senior management engagement, went all the way up it the board and got endorsed

—

Large scale projects that steer the direction of the whole organisation

What will Optus be selling in 1. 5 years time?
—

What are the underlying customer needs, what are the competitive angles, what are the competitive
inefficiencies?

— Underlying core need around flexibility that needs to be solved as an organisation
—

Gratifying to see the projects go to market and see the success

Anikaran Krishnarajah
—

Looks after retail products

—

Background in telcos, moved in and out of consulting, joined Optus from Booz

—

What sets Optus apart? The culture and way of working

—

Was surprised at the level of collaboration and openness of the organisation, found there was truly no
barriers or hierarchy

—

Former CEO closed up corner office and moved to the cubicles

—

Enhances the ability to fire off and innovate with people

—

Strategic transformation project to address the revenue trajectory flattening as customers are on their plan
already, higher consumption, higher data speeds, lots of capex invested to business

—

Looked at the problem in a new way; what sort of Telco do we need to be in the future? What is the future
customer? What will they need from Optus in the future?

—

Spent a year researching customers, habits

—

What do customers want? Accessibility, flexibility and reliability - the most basic things Optus need to
support in a very cost effective way

—

Moving to a more digital space, the concept of a call centre may be quite foreign in 5 years' time, how do
Optus stay ahead of the curve

—

Some time spent working on the enablers to make that happen, realised certain bottle necks and have now
addressing through strategic transformation projects

—

Are now customising plans to what the customers actually want, rather than offering what they THINK you
should have

—

Bill shock part of the industry is being eradicated

—

Looking at international roaming costs, unsustainable revenues, changing the conversation

—

All aspects of the organisation are being looked at

—

Seeing new competitors, the 'over the top' players, whatsapp, Google etc

—

Looking at sales channels, what role will a retail store play in the future?

—

How do these work together, how do we put the channels together to get what the customers want?

—

Seems simple but the backend operations are actually quite complex, what is the right mix and how do
Optus make this happen?

—

Currently working quite closely with Google and Facebook who are now getting more interested in the Telco
side of things

Fun fact - Where did the name Optus come from?
—

Opt us... Yes! Make the switch

—

Jo Byrne - Associate Director, Customer Insights - Product Insights and Analytics

—

Who do they look for? Demonstrated ability to apply structured thinking to large data sets, with a focus on
strategic projects but also tactical ones

—

45 people in the team, across multiple functions, research team, customer information capability team,
scientific marketing team

—

Optus are now in a position to access all this structured data, have detailed information as to exactly who the
customer is - how you like to pay, how you use your devices etc, useful for targeted marketing campaigns
and product development

—

Stakeholders want to leverage the information and the customer insights team act as an interface between
the 'strategy guys and tech geniuses'

—

Need to be able to covert this data into a way to make money

—

Buzzwords - big data

Q&A
With a new CEO, Allan Lew, will the strategies be changing?
http://www.smh.com.au/business/optus-names-allen-lew-as-its-new-ceo-20140912-10fu7e.html
—

Exciting times, Allan's background is from Singapore

—

Definite sense of excitement that they have a leader that is very much on the forefront when it comes to
thinking about innovation

—

Overall strategy wont change, more around how they get there

—

Focuses on getting the right type of talent, not afraid to make big bets

—

Allan has an amazing track record with Singtel group, huge amount of experience

—

Focus areas around adding the innovation piece to the business

—

Digger deeper into potential partnerships and opportunities - NBN Co brings about a lot of options

How does Optus work with Singtel?
—

Aligning a lot more closely with Singtel, strong matrix structure, have teams that are run across the region

—

Currently looking at a lot more platforms to enforce the unified team, then able to be seen as a global player

—

Group strategy function has access to the Singtel information, collaborate in terms of resources

—

Key learnings and benefits of having that reach

—

Lots of secondment opportunities for staff, lots of emphasis on the exchange of people across teams

Training and development?
—

Quite a structured learning and development platform

—

Key talent identified and channelled to areas where you will flourish

—

Expectation for you to drive your own growth

—

Draw from breadth and depth of experience, like to move people around but it depends on where you want
to go

—

Optus is big on secondments internally, great opportunity and open to people moving around, as long as two
managers agree, it is championed

—

They don't believe in limiting options or following the tides of things that have already happened

—

Opportunities for dynamic movement

—

Past strategy team members have moved to al different parts of the organisation; finance, to virgin, to
overseas to run subsidiaries

—

Optus Campus is about 7,000 people strong, huge campus, all the buildings are all in a row, flexibility of
movement

—

Cafe and bar every 100 metres

—

Live music, fun campus, very integrated

What are the processes that drive the innovation?
—

In reality, it is just someone that comes up with an idea

—

Many ideas come from all corners of the business, really just about to put it forward and get the buy in, show
initiative and drive

—

You might join in wholesale but will be working across the business, so opportunity to touch on different
areas

Key criteria in candidates? How important is it to have a consulting background?
—

Not everyone has in the team comes from consulting

—

It's important to remember you are managing large projects so there a lot of senior stakeholder
management, lots of people management

—

Very important to have a high level of emotional maturity and advanced communication/soft skills

—

You will need to be able to be able to read and translate the analytics, be able to tell the story, derive the
insights, see the patterns and trends

—

Telco experience not necessary

—

Important to have the passion to make change and maturity to handle the demands of stakeholder
management

—

Consulting is a great way to learn the craft and learn quickly, develops your maturity and ability to tell the
story

—

Strategy is a broad term, the strategic mind goes across the business, need the thought leadership to take
the business to the next level

—

Conceptually the types of people that they want don't really exist yet as the roles the will recruit for in the
future don’t really exist yet, so need a broad range of skills

Recruitment
—

Nicole Buendia - Talent Acquisition Manager

—

Nicole.buendia@optus.com.au

—

02 8082 7119

—

http://www.optus.com.au/aboutoptus/About+Optus/Careers

—

Encourage you to link in within the recruitment teams in your target businesses, you need to start building
the relationships with the internal people

—

Some of these roles don't exist yet, so need to know who is out there and what skills they have

—

Sell them why they should look at you, they are open to hearing from you

Expression of Interest
Optus is an Australian leader in integrated communications, serving over ten million customers each day. They
have transformed significantly over the last 2 years and this is because they are implementing and delivering
strategies that will help them to become Australia’s most loved service brand.
Optus have had 2 primary objectives that they have been focused on; firstly, to strengthen the core business to
thrive in the new data-centric world that we are rapidly moving to and secondly to build new digital businesses
that will help them differentiate their core businesses and create new growth platforms.
People who will be very successful within Optus are people who are not afraid to have “big Ideas” and dare to be
“bold”.
Optus are taking Expressions of Interest from individuals who are interested in joining Optus and believe in “Live
More Yes”. They are hoping to speak with individuals who are interested in joining their teams across Strategy,
Finance and Customer in an variety of leadership roles requiring advanced skills in thought leadership and
individuals capable of taking a long-term approach to ensure new initiatives are sustainable.
Optus are looking for MBA’s who enjoy working in a complex organisational matrix structure and can navigate
well in ambiguous situations to achieve business outcomes and deliver results through creative “out-of-the-box”
solutions.
If you are a strong negotiator, highly analytical and enjoy working in a rapid and fast-moving organisation, please
e-mail Nicole Buendia your updated resume to nicole.buendia@optus.com.au by 5.00pm Tuesday, 7th October.

Attendees
Naveen Chandra – Strategy Principal
Jeff Hopson – Strategy Manager, AGSM alumni 2014

—

What do you think strategy in a bank looks like?

—

Where does future revenue come from?

—

What are the markets we need to concentrate on?

—

How to drive profits from client services Revenue, future, long term, efficiency, customers

—

The Corporate Strategy arm gets to work on all these problems, all the time, for very senior people

—

You need to be very detailed, they want you to be able to tell them what the direction is and why

—

Can't have a mindset that it's all high level and just words, you must know the tiny details

—

NAB - one of four major banks in Australia, number one business bank with 23% share of market in SME
space MLC - top fund manager in Australia

—

Dividing soon to support in tech, enterprise technology, everything in-house

—

You get to see all parts of the bank as part of the strategy team

Overview of strategy function
—

Teams partner with particular parts of the business, also have a group strategy team that specifically
concentrates on enterprise strategy, M&A etc

—

Transformation strategy looks at investing

—

Performance alignment strategy team to look at how they embed the strategic directives across the
organisation

—

Product and markets strategy team

—

Basically have a strategy team, in each of the divisions, consisting of Senior Manager, Managers,
Consultants, Business Analysts

What do they actually do?
—

They do think about the three year horizon of the bank, what are the decisions that need to be made today to
achieve growth, strategic agenda, revenue increases, risk strategy, big part of all future planning

—

Prioritise investments

—

Optimise portfolio

Internal consulting vs external consulting?
—

The internal team do complete a lot of work with external consultants, but it's not like it used to be, a lot is
done in-house now but they still partner with them on occasion on specific areas of expertise and best
practice

—

Huge difference of work/life balance, you aren't working till 2am with internal strategy

—

Do recruit the best that is in the market

—

Have the opportunity to work on high impact roles, influence the market, focus on the sustainable steady
growth, three year view, working with high level financial services professionals

Type of issues they look at?
—

Third horizon type of work, technology platforms for the digital age, do we get this done in-house, banks are
pretty slow to move with the market but they have the ability to take their time

—

Where should our resources go? Where is our frontline?

—

Everything from the day to day running of the business to the longer term decisions

—

Over 4m customers and predominantly Australian, how do they use this data, how do they turn it into
intelligence?

Jeff Hopson
—

Recent AGSM EMBA graduate, 2013

—

Prior to NAB he was working in a bank but not in a strategic role
Handy hint: make sure you are proactive in using and updating your
resume in the AGSM eYearbook

—

NAB didn’t have your traditional interview process, a large component is focused on case studies which he
hadn't completed any cases prior to the interview

—

Utilised AGSM Career Services and case resources

—

First interview was a case study, second part was around fit, behavioural aspects, fit to nab

What were they looking for?
—

Relevant experience in the sector you are going into

—

Experience in strategy and consulting

—

Ability to demonstrate your intelligence, case study really demonstrates that to your interviewer

—

You are put straight into deep end, exposed to a lot of case work that has been done

—

A lot of the frameworks learnt during MBA are actually used in industry

—

Three horizons thinking, Issue Trees, strategy development process, used for every single problem, scope
the problem, form hypothesis

—

Really embrace the projects and challenge each other to apply frameworks

What hiring managers look for?
—

Technical side, case study is a part of it, importance on people skills, leaderships, networking, thought
leaderships

—

Behavioural aspects It is important to be structured, in the end they are about solving problems, think of the
'So What?'

—

A pragmatic approach is valuable

—

You must be a team player, teams within strategy and the business, all team based work

—

Networking and connecting is an absolutely pivotal skill in bank Management of change

—

Communicating with influence, can we put this person in front of an executive? Can you influence the
debate?

Q&A
What are the natural career evolution after strategy?
—

Depends where you fancy going? Risk, digital, sales leaders, most teams will value attributes of your
experience in the strategy function, you work across a lot of the business so very easy to build your
networking

—

You have to get runs on the board first then can work towards your career goals

Technology side of banking?
—

Still to come but have a focused digital team, something for the next decade, putting investments in place to
try get the lead on it

Investing in their people?
—

You will generally have a frank discussion on exactly what your career path and goals are, framework to see
what is your dream job and how you get to that point

—

Reflection planning, really nurture your soft skills to be able if deal with executives

—

Harvard executive programs, secondments, everyone has a development plan but it is up to you to drive
those opportunities

What sort of projects?
—

CEO's or group executives strategic priorities

—

70% business unit projects but 30% enterprise projects

—

Forming new teams, getting up to speed, getting stuck in

—

Demonstrate to ability to show you can apply the structured thinking

—

Important to build networks within the organisation, roles will be advertised

—

Probably a little more bespoke in terms of MBA level

http://www.nab.com.au/about-us/careers/graduate-careers/program-streams/nab-wealth

Attendees
David Schwarz – Managing Director

About
—

Ex-Head Hunter who has interviewed thousands of execs over his career Board direction and board diversity

—

Published author on the board appointment process

—

Sits on a couple of board in Non For Profit

What is Board direction?
—

Provides access to board opportunities, currently have 50 or so across both public and private sector

—

Provide support services for people who want to make the most out of these opportunities

—

Board appointment seminars, assistance with resumes for board appointments

Why join a board?
—

There are personal and professional benefits

—

You get to work amongst very interesting people In the NFP space there are some very significant
individuals who are very passionate about serving on boards

—

Ability to understand the drivers behind a business from an insiders perspective different conversations
around different issues with different people

—

Business opportunities arise from sitting on a board, due to relationships either through the board or through
relationships developed through the network

—

Great antidote to your day job, gives a different business perspective

—

You should be carving out 30% of your time developing your own brand, separate from your day job

—

The networks developed at board level are genuine and powerful

—

Boards offer a great solution to leverage when going for interviews

—

Rewards are tangible

—

90% NFP board roles are unpaid

—

Most industry groups will pay your for your involvement

—

The paid roles are generally the sought after roles, where you need to be very connected to get it

—

Not the be all and end all, your focus should be on getting started

Is board work right for you?
—

There is absolutely a role for you on any hoard and doing an MBA means you are committed to thinking
differently and growing your career. These are valuable skills for a board

—

Ability to see what are the risks? Where are we going? Having the guts to ask these questions in front of the
'great and the good'

—

Boards are fragile eco systems, the chairs work hard to ensure they are harmonious

—

There is a cultural fit element

So what boards are right for you? What are your skill set? Where do you live? What networks do you
bring to the table?
—

60-70% of board roles are sourced through who they know

—

They need to see evidence of you being able to connect and rely on your networks

How much preparation have you done? How hard are you willing to work for this?
—

This is a competitive exercise and you will be benchmarked against others with more board experience than
you

—

Important to get in early to build the experience that will be beneficial further down the track, more senior
board appointments

What are your passions? How can you use them to connect with other people with similar views?
—

Board work does take up time and it should, half a day a month, maybe a sub committee tacked on, reading
time, sounds good but there can be blow ups that will call you in

—

If you are busy, you need to be passionate about the board as its easy to just not go

—

Are you able to dedicate time to this? Resume preparation, networking etc - this is a journey

—

Great professional development

How long does it take to get appointed?
—

Depends on what experience do you have, what skills and how much time have you got?

—

Potentially would take 1-2 years to be engaged, but is dependant on the individual and depends on how
much you want it

Non For Profit boards
—

If you are new to board experience, this is the best way to start, in the NFP space, purely a numbers game

—

They are accessible, often advertised or will generally have the space

—

Open to have a discussion, usually top quality board members involved, high level significant people who are
passionate about these causes, this can be very attractive in terms of networks

—

Your skills are valuable - NFP need the skill set that come with an MBA, to effectively govern an organisation

—

Gives you a chance to contribute

—

Lower entry requirements, gives you a chance to learn the ropes, expand board experience to leverage
further down to the track

—

Once you get this, you are able to be titled non executive director, can leverage the title

—

www.ourcommunity.com.au

—

www.probono.com.au

—

Everything from Surf Living, CPA, Super Funds, Arts Trusts, big philanthropy organisations, Heart
Foundations, Greenpeace

—

You want to chose carefully as there is lots of badly run organisations, how good the chair is can be a factor?

—

Remember this isn't an easy ride to a bigger board

How are members appointed?
1.

65% personal connections and professional networks

2.

15% are appointed directly! going straight to the source

3.

10% recruiters

4.

10% via advertised (government register)

—

https://boarddirection.com.au/

—

Your weak network ties are generally the most fruitful

—

Start thinking who you can connect with, go through LinkedIn, ask people for their opinions/insights

What do the Chairs look for?
—

There is a core criteria - executive skill set, finance and accounting, audit and risk and legal, general skill set
of most board members, you need to be able to talk to these things, be able to translate the analytics

—

Past experience/governance, might want to talk about working with/reporting to sub committees, important to
show team work at board level

—

Important to have relevant networks, the board wants to be able to leverage this

—

Needs to be an understanding of the sector, understanding of the issues, need to get what the organisation
is about

—

Cultural fit with the rest of the members of the board, important to have cohesive decision marking, why they
go to personal connections

—

Representation of diversity

What preparation do you need to do?
—

Ensure resume is crafted to highlight strategic leadership experience, demonstrates your intent

—

Cover letter is important too, chairs read cover letters and a bad one will count you out. You must articulate
what you offer and where your passion is

—

Do your research!

—

Be memorable!

—

Show your layers of value

—

Be passionate, be genuine

—

Highlight professional memberships

—

It does take time and can be an easy journey when you know what you have to offer and where your
passions really lie

—

Don't buy onto a board, it is not an investment

—

Don't leave it too late, start early if it is something to wish to incorporate in your career progression

—

Enjoy the process, enjoy getting to meet people

Attendees
Melanie Reid – Head of University Relations, ANZ

—

Started in 1982 by Mike Bloomberg, ex-mayor of New York Company founded ono the idea of transparency
and transparency to the financial market place

—

15,000 people across 192 countries

Number of different verticals
—

Main focus on the Bloomberg Professional Terminal Bloomberg News awarded over 600 awards for
journalism Bloomberg was the first organisation to include contact details in their reporting, still focused on
transparency

—

Bloomberg Professional Services - analytics, data, real time financial data Used by analysts, traders, sales,
portfolio manager, risk managers Bloomberg are the largest financial data provider in the world

Bloomberg office culture
—

All Bloomberg offices are designed with the same aesthetic, transparent in design

—

Open trading floor, to enhance cooperation, team work, collaboration

—

All senior Execs sit in open plan

—

Even the conference walls are all glass, all to reinforce transparency

—

Design reflects the dynamic world leader they are today

Culture
—

Bloomberg hire based very strongly on culture

—

Meritocratic, private company means they can get things done quickly

—

Bold, creative, flat hierarchy, encourages teamwork, work closely across all the departments

Big on development of employees
—

Huge profile database of all colleagues at every office, global company working across teams so you do get
to know a lot of the people overseas, a lot of work done over video conferencing

—

Opportunities to transfer around, 192 countries

—

You will be encouraged to move around to different parts of the business Internal platform to advertise job
posting, aspirations, Learning & Development, meet with colleagues

Who do they look for?
—

Fast moving

—

High level of attention to detail

—

It is important to be able to talk the talk, relevant background experience

—

You need to be a one-time, quick learner

—

Helpful
to
have
prior
experience
terminal, http://jobs.bloomberg.com/

—

Bloomberg institute - http://about.bloomberginstitute.com/

in

front

office

roles,

The Bloomberg Aptitude Test (BAT)
—

2 hour aptitude test

—

Hundred multiple choice questions

—

Relevant for any student, not necessary for you to have a finance background

—

Will test your strengths, qualitative/quantitative abilities

understanding

of

the

—

Global peer comparison - as an MBA student, you are competing globally, important to know where you
stand

—

They update the test on a monthly basis, news analysis, economics, Maths, etc

—

The BAT tests your aptitude, not knowledge so little preparation is needed

—

Overall score between 200-800, 460 average

—

When completing the BAT, you will be asked to set your profile, list the cities you wish to work for, make sure
you complete the profile, this is what the employers will see Bloomberg talent search is a free function

—

Over 300k people have access to this talent database

—

Gives the ability to search through the high performers, judged on your abilities

—

Employers can also search on the area of expertise too, Hr departments able to access

Stats:
—

5,000 in Australia /NZ have taken the test

—

3,000 employer connections in the last two years

—

One large investment bank in Australia made 500 connections alone

—

Should you perform really well, you will be entered into the BAT Hall of Fame

—

Great brand building for yourself and the school

—

When you make hall of fame, there is generally a bit of press done around, leverage for your resume

Attendees
Vanessa Xu, Senior Manager - Strategy and Development, APAC
vanessa.xu@oracle.com

—

Vanessa is focused mainly on talent development Currently plans for huge development progress across
APAC, mostly at an undergrad level, rotational programs, sales and consulting

—

Oracle is really a sales organisation, no real software development

—

This is the first year Oracle have been strategic in regards to their MBA level hiring

—

Next hiring cycle for the new Leadership Development Program to start next April

—

Oracle is also hiring outside of the Development Program!!
https://oracle.taleo.net/careersection/2/jobsearch.ftl?lang=en

The company
—

Oracle has moved on from IT solutions to business solutions, has been interesting to see how oracle has
leveraged that expertise to move on to business solutions Implementing business solutions that can impact
the bottom line

—

Most people Know oracle as a database company Oracle simplify your IT - sleek, agile, sustainable, reliable
systems, IT simplicity

—

Technology is transforming the global economy, more intelligent devices, rapidly growing sourced of
information, world is changing at rapid rate, now 50x the amount of information is being generated

—

Access to better analytics, this is a top priority for most CEO's Cloud computing solutions changed sector
again

Company profile
—

$37b in FY13

—

400,000 customers world wide, 145 countries Fortune 500 company, number 1 in software applications
Head quartered in California

—

25,000 partners, not necessarily selling direct

—

120,000 employees!

—

Australia has had a lot of acquisition on the last few years, growing team rapidly

—

Big on innovation and R&D, huge engineering and development team, US, India and China, rest of the world
mainly concentrated on sales activities

—

18,000 implementation consultants

Oracle strategy
—

Now offering complete solutions, storage, service, networking software, operating machine, virtual machines,
servers

—

Vertically integrated, extreme performance

—

Give customers a complete stack for IT solutions and infrastructure

—

Lot more flexibility around solutions due to cloud computing, not necessary to have the big physically
machinery Private/public/hybrid cloud

—

New ability to customise solutions and pricing points with cloud

—

Oracle are the world leader in over 40 industries and products

How have they grown?
— Aquisitions! Buying companies that would complement Oracles traditional strengths but bring in new blood
and offerings
— Have acquired dozens of companies, Siebol, PeopleSoft, Sun, talent management and social media
solutions
— Now able to provide the most complete stack to market compared to competitors
— Oracle stock has been performing consistently well, above industry average for the last seven years
— Very health position, enables them to keep acquiring companies and investing in their talent
Benefits of working with Oracle
— Ability to build your network, leverage the support of talented colleagues, build your personal brand,
maximising oracle vast resources, fast paced environment, unique culture
— You have internal resources to leverage too, professional development tools
— Culture is primarily self-service, even Senior Execs do all their own expenses etc A lot of processes are
automated
— Being successful at Oracle requires an entrepreneurial spirit, no hand holding, given broad objective and job
description, up to you to be your own enterprenuer
— The products are complex, lots of solutions
— Complex staff matrix, lots of cross team work, matrix driven relationship at work
— Work across all lines of business
— Very entrepreneurial spirit
— They hire people who can demonstrate that attitude, trustworthy, creative solutions, implementation is very
important
— Magnify your industry success with Oracle
Management Development Program Asia Pacific
—

Very new, only started this year

—

Business had grown to a point where it is imperative to bring in and develop leadership talent for the future

—

Concentrating on the next breed for future leaders, need to start investing now

—

Currently a highly selective two year program Will be recruiting once every two years, next intake will be
2016, across Asia APAC, Singapore, Beijing, Bangalore, Sydney, Seoul Responsibility for implementing
market leading transformational projects, solidify industry leaderships and markets share

—

Local market knowledge is key, focus on local candidates, you will need to be able to understand the
business culture in the specified locations

What will you be doing?
—

Driving and implementing multiple million dollar deals!

—

Remember, Oracle is a sales organisation, won't be doing engineering or technical

—

Your role will be strategic - working on strategic initiatives, transformational large scale projects

—

Require people who have superior stakeholder engagement skills and a strategic focus

—

You will be collaborating with regional leaders and working at the executive level, regional managing
directors will be your stakeholders, maturity in communication skills and influencing skills, must be able to
influence executives

—

You will have exposure to multiple parts of the business, products, industries and markets

—

You will be expected to be leading teams after the program, expected to be a manager so leadership
qualities are important

—

Vast resources and opportunities within Oracle

—

This is a great opportunity to build industry knowledge

—

Internal resources available to fast track your career, but onus on you to drive your career

—

All business is b2b, you will be working with substantial players

Selection criteria
—

Oracle want to hire from only the top business schools from APAC, only working with AGSM in Australia

—

Ability to handle complex projects

—

Looking for people who are interested in working in APAC

—

Need to have a genuine passion for enterprise IT, technology - if you aren't passionate, it will limit your
chances of success, you must be a fit

—

Demonstrate your business savvy, important to have a real understanding of the business landscape and
know what your are talking about

—

Background in IT, consulting, investment banking, strategic product marketing, strategic experience

—

Deep understanding in business strategy and execution of go-to-market strtaegies, commercialisation

—

Exceptional communication and influencing skills, must be able to engage C-level executives comfortably

Q&A
Will successful candidates have the opportunity to move around the regions?
—

Mainly focused locally, after the program, you will have the opportunity to move around, there is an open
road

—

The first two years you will be expected to drive local projects and engage local stakeholders, may be some
travel but local focus for the moment

—

You will have a lot of flexibility down the track depending on your performance and the available
opportunities

—

This role is a lot more strategic than just concentrating on one line of business, having a background in a
particular product line is helpful as you are able to use this to develop these plans, value add, but more
strategic and complete solutions

Training on Oracle products?
—

You will work with an internal team called Sales Readiness, trained very systematically on how to deliver the
products and how they work

What are the typical paths post Program?
—

Currently in development, as this is a new program, there isn't a lot of formal structure around what is the
end result of the program

—

Culture of Oracle to encourage entrepreneurial spirit so it would really depend on the individual

